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Muhammad All was a man of many faces while trying to make several points during a le tu re in the Murray State Sports Arena last night.(More photos, pages 6-7
Photos By Jeanie B. Gerdes
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Ail Entertains Audience
By Talking, Not Boxing
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor

Muhammad Ali is mobbed by autograph hounds after his lecture in the Murray State Sports Arena last night His
lecture was the first of several scheduled across college campuses.
Photo by lennie B. Gordon

He shuffled his way past the mob of
reporters toward the tunnel leading to
the fieldhouse floor. "you're the
greatest, champ," yelled a voice from
inside.
"Did you say 'tramp'?" Muhammad
Ali said, glancing back with the
familiar half-serious, half-comical
expression.
-No, No, I said champ," the voice
'replied. All then grabbed a young white
female trailing him and gave her a hug.
"Twenty years ago, they wouldn't have
let me do that," he said, drawing
laughs.
With that statement, he was gone,
headed for the freedom of a waiting car
in back of the Murray State Sports
Arena..,or so he thought. Several more
fans corraled him before he was
halfway there, nudging for more
autographs and picture-posing.
"I wonder what he's going to talk

about..probably nothing," several
reporters had said prior to Al's lecture
last night. But by the time the postlecture press conference had ended, he
had signed autographs and shook the
hands of nearly all the sports writers
and broadcasters. Such is the charisma
of Muhammad Ali.

"I'm not worried about
losing. I'm worried about
looking bad winning."
So what was he, three-time and
current world heavyweight boxing
champion, doing in Murray — or
Murrayville, as the aid who introduced
Ali to the crowd of approximately 3,000,
said?
One reason could have been the
$12,500 — that's the figure Ali confessed
— the Murray State Student Activities

Three Suspects Cleared, Spokesman Says

Police Not Discounting Murder, Assault Connection
A Murray Police Department
spokesman says police here have not
completely ruled out a connection
between the murder of Vivian Gail
-Johnson and a number of assaults
police investigated last year.
"We're looking at that(a connection)
as a possibility. At no time have we said
there could be no connection," police
detective Capt. Dale Spann said.
Murray Police Department investigated at least four cases of rape
and assault late last year.
Police say they have cleared three
suspects in the case of the 21-year-old
former Paris, Tenn., woman found
dead in the bathtub of her Hale's
Trailer Court mobile home Jan. 12.

Dr. David Barrett, a pathologist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
ruled the woman died from
stan gulation and-or drowning.
Police took two suspects to Frankfort
earlier this week for polygraph tests
and a spokesman said the tests cleared
those two. Another suspect, who police
identified as a woman, was cleared
when her alibi proved to be correct.
Police said the woman had been the
object of a search after the murder but
she returned to town on her own accord.
The spokesman said an intensive
Murray police investigation has led to
the questioning of 125-130 people. "We
checked 18 or 20 yesterday." the
spokesman said.

Police investigators have no other
suspects at this point in the in
the spokesman said.
The police spokesman said that one
reason they have not ruled out a connection between the assaults last year
and the Johnson murder is that police
have not clearly established a motive in
the recent case.
Authorities said Miss Johnson was
not sexually molested and they said
burglary is apparently ruled out as a
motive.
Police said Miss Johnson attended a
disco near Puryear, Tenn., the night
before the murder. She was last seen
alive about 12:30 a.m. that night.
The spokesman said city police had

increased patrols in areas where
students live after the assault reports
last year and they continue to maintain
those patrols now. "The problem we
have is that we don't have enough
manpower to be patroling what we
should be patroling," the spokesman
said.
Police said they found evidence in
Miss Johnson's mobile home of a
struggle. They said they found a broken
ashtray
strewn
clothing
and
throughout. Police said earlier that
indications were her assailant attacked
her in the living room of the mobile
home, strangled her there and then
placed the body in the bathroom tub.
There was no evidence of a struggle in

MSU Offers Parent-Child Communication Course
A program designed to provide
parents with information about how to
improve communication with and
better understand the behavior of their
children will be offered at Murray State
University, beginning Feb. 8.
.To meet each Thursday from 7:15 to 9
p.m., the program entitled STEP
(Systematic Training for Effective
Parenting) is offered through the
Psychological Center at Murray State.

It will run 8-10 weeks.
Dr. Thomas Muehleman, a clinical
psychologist and associate professor of
psychology on the campus. will conduct
the sessions. He said as many as 15
parents may participate.
He explained that the program
teaches a democratic child-rearing
philosphy and approaches in an effort
to help children become more selfreliant, self-disciplined, and in-

dependent.
Muehleman said there is no fee for
enrolling in the program, but parents
will be expected to purchase a manual
at a cost of approximately $3. He added
that they will be expected to read short
chapters in the manual between
sessions.
A student babysitting service will Is'
available in the Psychological Center
for parents with children young enoug)

to need supervision.
Anyone interested in the program
should call Nancy Thieret in the
Psychological Center (502) 762-2505 or
(502) 762-2504 between 8:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. on a Wednesday or a Friday
before Feb. 8 for more details.
Muehleman
. said half-hour appointments will be made for interested
parents so they can learn more about
STEP and fill out applications.

the bathroom, police said earlier.
Police said Miss Johnson had just
enrolled in Murray State University at
the time of the murder.
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increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with lows in the low 20s. Cloudy
Friday with a chance of snow,
possibly mixed with rain or
freezing rain by afternoon. Highs
Friday in the low 30s. Winds
becoming light easterly tonight.
The probability of precipitation is
40 percent Friday.

Board paid him to appear. •
Students and everyone else paid $2
and $3, respectively, to see a film of his
boxing achievements (it was botched
midway through), hear All speak for 20
or so minutes, then listen to his answers
to questions proposed by the audience.
His appearance was the first on a
college campus since nearly 18 months
ago.
It began in not-too-suprising fashion.
Ali appeared dressed in a dark blue
pinstripe suit and a briefcase in hand.
After a windy introduction by his aid,
the heavyweight boxer approached the
podium amid an ovation from the
audience.
"You've seen the boxing of
Muhammad Ali," he said. "But now
you will get to hear the side of me that
people don't know about — the mental
and spiritual me."
The latter side didn't appear to excite
too great a percentage of the audience
during the first twenty minutes. Most
listened politely while Ali spoke of faith
in oneself and his beliefs.
Then came the questions, and both
All and the crowd warmed considerably.
Someone asked him when — or
whether — he would fight again.
"You're asking me when I'm going to
fight?" he said, flashing the wide eyes.
"That would be the WORST thing I
could do. I'm not worried about losing.
I'm worried about looking bad winning."
How much seriousness is there to the
hoopla that surrounds a big boxing
match before it occurs, he was then
asked. "I let it help me. I put myself in
a position of looking like a fool if I lose,"
he said. "That makes me train and
work hard for the fight."
That seemed to key the comical side
of Ali, and his earlier statement —
-Please don't laugh. What I have to say
tonight is serious" — was forgotton.
He went into a routine of a pre-fight
ceremony. ''You all heard Liston, you
all heard Frazier, you all heard
Foreman, you all heard all Spinks.
Where are they now?" he said in his
familiar husky, dragging voice. "You
all still see me, don't you?"
But, unfortunately for those attending, after he had answered several
questions, picked up and talked to a
small girl; after he had signed
autographs for 10 minutes; after most
nt the crowd had filed out, he put on his
best performance...for the press.
See ALI,
Page 7, Column 5

Tobacco Executive Optimistic About Sales Here
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
A dark-fired tobacco executive here
layS he is optimistic Murray loose leaf
markets will open with full vigor
Monday.
Market sales here and in nearby
Mayfield have sputtered since opening
in mid-January due to grower
discontent with low prices.
The executive, Holmes Ellis, general
manager of Western Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, which
oversees marketing here and in
Mayfield, said he met with about 40
growers Wednesday for a round-table
discussion of the current market.

"I ageed with them that price supports are too low and I agreed that we
*ould request an acreage reduction
next year," Ellis said.
The association general manager
pointed out:
— The current price support level is
too low at 84.6-cents. Created in the
1950s and increased comparable to the
cost of living, the support should be at
least a $1 per pound, reflecting today's
inflation trends.
— The association is expected to
request a 15 percent acreage reduction
for next year. •
"The bnly way we can get the price
support up is through Congressional

action and! don't think that(increasini:
the support i will help the 1978 crop.
Ellis said.
"What concerns the growers is that
apparently a good bit of the tobacco is
going to the pool at a price substantially
lower than last year,$15 to $20 for sonic
grades. Thus, many growers are
receiving less for their tobacco than
last year. They have felt also that they
have been mislead. We had received
.encouragement from the trade
(buyerWand I think we're all dim"
pointed," Ellis said.
The association general manager
said total production in both the eastern
(producting areas east of the land

Between The Lakes) and western
district has reached 50-million pounds
and total use currently stands at 35.5million.
One buyer told the newspaper at the
first Murray sale the situation was
simply an illustration of "supply and
demand."
"But all that data doesn't change the
painfulness and the economics of the
loss growers are sustaining," Ellis
said.
Discontent over the -low- prima hat
spread over the dark-fired tobacco belt.
Sales at Hopkinsville, Clarksville and
Springfield were stopped Tuesday and
a sale started at Hopkinsville Monday

but ended after less than 50,000 pound
sold.
The Kentucky wing of American
Agriculture Movement has also entered
the tobacco sales picture, apparently
urging warehousemen in Murray and
Mayfield to delay sales.
Ellis said about a half million of the
estimated four million pounds of darkfired leaf produced in Calloway County
has sold.
"Calloway County produces a hh
quality tobaceo. Our problem now is
tharwe just have more of it," Ellis said.
"It appears to me now that the buyers
who bought last year have their barrels
'full."

Ellis said growers Wednesday also
talked with Jim Marvin of Kennedy
Leaf Tobacco Company, based in
Mayfield, and Gerald Vanderpoel, of
Rotterdam, Holland.
Much of the dark-fired tobacco
produced here is exported abroad. Ellis
indicated a bumper crop of poorer
grade of dark tobacco produced in
Malawi, Africa, is also a factor in the
current market situation.
Some prices reached $1 50 per pound
in Mayfield during the last sale, but
Ellis indicated those prices went only
on top grade tolmcco. Opening day
averages here were'lower compared to
opening day last year.
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CeiA.8 Debra Lynn Shroat Wed
Vance-Hendon Vows To Mr. Hohman At Church

Heart trouble

s

Miss Debra Lynn Shroat,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Carl
E. Shroat of Frankfort, and
Jeffry Earl Hohman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl L. Hohman,
The appioaching marriage of Miss Teressa Vance to
also of Frankfort, were
••.-. Tommy Hendon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hendon of
married Saturday, Dec. 30, at
.7;-- Murray Route 5, has been announced by her parents, Mr. and
the First United Methodist
:
r„.. Mrs. Jerry Vance of Murray Route 6.
Church,Frankfort.
:C..
Miss Vance is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
," School and is employed at The Murray Ledger & Times. Mr.
Dr. James T. Harmon and
0
: Hendon attended Calloway County High School and is
the Rev. Malcolm Lunceford
now
employed by Bill Jones.
performed the double ring
ceremony.
The wedding vows will be read on Friday, Feb. 2, at 7 p.m.
at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church. A reception will follow in
Nuptial
music
was
the social hall of the church.
presented by Roy Nance,
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
organist. Solos were sung by
and the reception.
Jackie Shroat, Wendy Stallins,
Mayfield, Paula Wade and
•
Dennie McCardle, Versallies.
•
Miss Stallins and Miss Wade
a
each sang a duet with Mr.
McCardle.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in her
wedding
gownot re
embroideredlace, satapeau,
and delustered satin. The
bodice featured a petal effect
on the Queen Anne neckline,
and lace frosted with seed
pearls defined the neckline.
The long slim sleeves ended
with delustered satin edged in
Mr. and Mrs.
re-embroidered lace accented
with seed pearls. The skirt fell
Music was presented by a
in soft graceful folds from the
DEAR ABBY: I've read your column for years, but this is
empire waist into a semi- combo under the direction of
Thomas Brawner.
• my first letter to you. I'm glad I can put this in a letter
cathedral train. The a-line
:. because I could never ask anyone face to face what I need to
Assisting in serving were
skirt was bordered with a
know.
satin band edged top and Mrs. Neville Moore, Miss
• I'm 18, and can't count all the guys I've gone all the way
Cindy
Bolton,
Lowes,
bottom with re-embroidered
with. Why am I such a no-good? Is something wrong with
Mvewyn -Macy, Rineyville,
lace.
me? I was raped by my cousin when I was 11, and from then
Tina Schultz, Brazil, Paula
She wore a Juliet headpiece
- - en it's been one guy after another. Some of them 1 didn't feel
with layer after layer of- Ann King, Augusta, and
a thing for. All a guy has to do is sweet-talk me a little and
illusion edged in satin. She* Carolyn Desilets, Louisville.
he can get anything he wants.
The, couple left after the
carried a bridal bouquet of
I'm not real cool, and I'm not stacked or anything, but
reception for a Carribean
flowers and greenery.
Seeatto dig-ase because-I'm -friendly. I doriugs.,..cies haffir.... ...C.DIts.e_.....jiheLlare Dow Mail%
and alcohol makes me sick. I'm all screwed up about sex. It
Baumhold
er,
West
Germany, their home in Beaver Dam.
doesn't mean anything special to me. It's just a way to get
Mrs. Hohman is a graduate
sister of the bride, served as
acquainted.
of Murray State Univers*
matron
of
honor.
Bridesma
ids
Is there any hope.for me. Abby? I'd like to be respectable,
and is currently employed by
were Misses Sandra and
but I don't have any money for a shrink. What can I do?
Kentucky Utilities as a home
Jackie
Shroat,
sisters
of
the
EASY IN ST. LOUIS •
•
,
tride, Miss Martha Boles, economist. _
Mr. -Hohman,,.. also a
Madisonville, Miss Leesa
DEAR EASY: Call the mental health clinic nearesty--ou.
Mason, Bardwell, Miss Beth graduate of Murray State
It is listed I. your telephone book. Tell them Abby sugBurton, Frankfort, and Miss University, is employed by the
gested teat you go there for counseling, lit's free for tliose
West
Kentucky
without money.) You will not be put down or judged for your
Libby Moreton, Freeburg, Ill.
Coal
past behavior. Instead, through counseling you will learn to
The attendants wore gowns Laboratories.
Out of town guests included
understand why you became so permissive and casual about
of great jireen crepe-back
sex. You will also learn how to build your self-esteem and
satin and schiffli lace. The Mr. and Mrs. S. Jack Gardner,
change the course of your life. Please, please. seek their
yokes of lace were trimmed the bride's maternal grandhelp. Then write to me again and let me know of your prowith self-piping, opening at parents, Mrs. Beale Outland,
gress. I care.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix H. Dunn,
the throat, and closed with tie
string. Soft fullness below the and Mr. and Mrs. Mark
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our 40s. We have
McLemore, all of Murray;
yokes and gathered skirts
three children. Larry is busy with his business and I am
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. McLemore
were nipped in with natural
busy with my house and the kids.
and
Cindy
McLemore,
self sashes.
Lately Larry has been getting up at 5 a.m. He doesn't
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs, Sam
Miss Allyson Gardner and
have to be at work until 8:30 and he has only a 20-minute
Gardner and sons, enderdrive to get there. Well, he rushes around getting sticAvered. Miss Krista Kraemer, New
wood, Ind.; Dr. and Mrs.
Albany,
Ind.,
cousins
of
the
shaved and dressed and runs out of t.
ouse like he is going
Richard
Gardner, Allyson,
bride,
were
flower
girls.
to be late for something. When I ask
where he is going
Nathan Hohman,Frankfort, and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
so early, he says, "Nowhere-I just Ii e to ride around." I
brother of the groom, was best Kraemer and. Krista. New
am getting suspicious and would like to now where this guy
Albany,Ind.
man. Groomsmen wee Keith
goes until 8:30. Should I follow him!
Also from out of town were
Graves,
Bardwell
,
Kent
MYRTLE
Mrs. Roy L. Taylor, Augusta,
Jackson, Kirbington, Kenneth
Hohman, Nashville, Tenn., the groom's maternal ow.
DEAR MYRTLE: No. Ask him what he would think if
dmother, and Mrs. Fred Hohand Butch Kyle, Murray.
YOU did the same thing for the same reason.
The ushers were Kenneth man, Louisville, his paternal
Gardner and Fernando grandmother; Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: A dear friend of mine is an attractive
Roy A. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
young divorcee with three small children. Lately she's been
Alfaro, Frankfort.
spending her weekends out of town with her boss, who is
For her daughter's wedding Paul Kelsch and families,
married.
Mrs. Shroat wore a v-neck Augusta; Mrs. Maureen
Here's the problem: She has been leaving her children at Silesta dress and crocheted Hopkins, Don Hopkins, Cindy
• her mother's on weekends,and telling her mother that she's Silesta long sleeve cardigan. Hopkins, alld the Rev. and
spending the weekend with us.
The dress featured the shir- .Mrs. E. L. Cooper, Lexington;
I realize this is wrong. My husband says he has covered up
Mr. and Mrs. Huber Dupin,
twaist collar with tie and
for her for the last time, and if I don't tell her she can no
blouson bodice with natural Covington; Mr. and Mrs.
longer use us as a coverup. HE will tell her.
Kenneth F. Hohman, Mrs.
waist.
I can't tell her, Abby. It would be like the pot calling the
Frank Hohman, Mr. and Mrs.
The
mother
of
the
groom
kettle black because I was no better than she is before I was
wore a gown of soft Rosewood Ed Beck, Mrs. Mrea Burkle,
married. What should I do?
jersey knit. A stand-up collar Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Baker
ARIES
and slight gathers Wong the and family, and Mr. and Mrs.
front
shoulders were accented George Collins and family, all
DEAR ARIES: Your friend "the kettle" could be brewing
by a small self-rolled band of of Louisville.
up an explosive mixture of evidence which could cost her
Attending from Nashville,
matching fabric around the
custody of her children and bring much unhappiness to the
family of her married boyfriend. You're not • "pot" empire waist. The a-line skirt
was flared and the long
anymore, so tell her, without sitting in judgment, that you'll
sleeves were fitted.
no longer be a party to this game.

To Be Read Feb. 2

Att1

y bigail Van Buren

Permissive Miss
Finds Life Amiss

De you wish you had more friends? For the
popularity, got Abby's sow booklet; "Row To Be secret of
Popular;
Yey're Never Tee Young or Toe Old," Send $1 with
a loos,
selfwddretwed, stamped 123 costal envelepe to
Abby,
132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Mile,CalL 90212.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Mrs. Hohman
Is HonoredMrs. Jeffry Earl Hohman,
the former Debra Lynn
Shroat, was complimented
with several prenuptial events
prior to her recent wedding.
These included a luncheon
and kitchen shower given by
Earl Hohman
Mrs. Wendell Taylor, a tea
hosted by Mrs. Harry Lee
Tenn., were Mr. and Mrs. Waterfiel
d and Mrs. Nancy
Kenneth F. Hohman; from Dudgeon,
a luncheon-linen
Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
shower given by Mrs. Morris
Kelsch; from Springfield, Burton
and Beth Burton,and a
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Bill bachelore
tte party hosted by
Brown; from Nicholsville, Miss
Cathy Cole, all in FrankMr.and Mrs. Hetiry Thomfort.
pson. Members of Alpha
A miscellaneous shower was
Sigma Alpha social sorority given
by Mrs. -0: -G.
and of. Kappa Alpha social McLemor
e, Jr., Cindy
fraternity were also in atMcLemore, Martha Boles,
tendance.
Leesa Mason, and Libby
_
Moreton; and an open-house
Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was was hosted by Mrs. Felix H.
hosted by the groom's parents Dunn, Mrs. James Rudy
at the Springs Motel, Allbritten, Miss Vivian Hale,
Mrs. Gaylord T. Forrest, and
Lexington'.
Mrs.
C. D. Vinatin, Jr., both in
Following the rehearsal a
dinner party for the wedding Murray.
party, their families,and
friends was given by Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Kinman, Nathan
Holtman, Barney Kinman and
PADUCAH PATIENT
Fernando Alfaro at the
Hafford Rogers of Murray
Kirklevington
Apartments has been dismissed from
Club House in Lexington.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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medicine, he has an impor- are not already doing so
tant medical problem. I You might want to know
would not like to say exactly more about salt and your
I am sending you
how severe your case is body
since I don't know all the The Health Letter number
10-12, Salt: Your Vital Sofacts.
You are taking Lanoxin dium and Potassium Balbecause your doctor thinks ance. Others who want this
you had heart failure. The issue can send 50 cents with
difficulty you have in a long, stamped, self-adbreathing is undoubtedly as- dressed envelope for it. Send
sociated with the accumula- your request to me in care of
tion of fluid in your lungs this newspaper, P.O. Box
secondary to failure of the 1551, Radio City Station,
left side of the heart. That is New York, NY 10019. It will
what breathlessness often is give you some guidelines on
in a patient who has heart what foods are high in sodium.
disease.
I notice that you weigh 125
The left side of your heart
has probably been over- pounds and for your height
worked from high blood that suggests to me that you
pressure. Some of the other might benefit from losing
medicines you are taking some weight. This would
control your pressure level. help your heart problem in
The chest pain that you two ways.
First, it's important to
develop when you overdo is
related to insufficient blood lose all the excess body fat
flow to your left heart mus- that you might have because
it will help to decrease your
cle.
In all it sounds like your high blood pressure. That, in
doctor is taking a vigorous turn, will decrease the work
and interested approach to the heart has to do.
Second, if you weigh less,
your problem for which you
should be thankful,
_ your physical activity such
Your doctor probably ha ordinary walking will be
didn't think you would be easier for you to do. To put it
doing a lot of physical activ- plainly, there would be
ity in view of the difficulties fewer pounds to move
you have experienced. Un- around. That also will ease
der the present circum- the workload on your heart.
stances, it would probably In addition, I suspect there
be unwise to overdo physical are changes that occur in the
circulation and possibly
activity.
If you read my column some improvement in opengotten, you know I'm an advo- ing of the arteries that can
be achieved in people who
cate of good, sensible
exercise. I like to put the really make a total effort to
emphasis on sensible. When eliminate excess body fat.
individuals have heart dis- Token efforts don't do so
ease severe enough to have much.
Meanwhile, I would recpain with exertion or shortness of breath that limits his ommend that you follow
ability, that's not the time to- _your doctor's advice very
be pushing physical activity. carefully because you have
You would be wise to limit a serious medical problem
the salt in your diet, if you that demands careful attention.

DEAR DR. LAMB — Recently my doctor gave me
Lanoxin to take daily and
Nitrostat to carry when my
chest aches. I had a heart
tracing before he prescribed
these drugs. I was having an
ache in my chest and it was
very hard to breathe after
slight exertion. I still have
this problem when I overdo.
I also take Enduron for high
blood pressure which is under control.
My question is, how serious is my condition? My
doctor didn't tell me much
and didn't restrict my activities so I feel that I am not as
ill as my family keeps telling
me. I am a 54-year-old woman. I am 5 feet 2 and weigh
125 pounds.
DEAR READER — Any
time a person has sufficient
heart trouble to require
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Children's Fashions
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795
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We Are Making Room For New Merchandise.

Super Mark Down On
Tapes and LP's
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SALE
Reg. 5.99

$399

Reg.$7.49

$547

Reg. $8.49

Reg.$9.99

Reg.$10.99

$627
$8"
$867

Wide Variety
Of Artists
And Releases

Reception
Following the ceremony a
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
reception was held at the
Douglas Garrett of Murray
Frankfort Country Club.
has been dismissed from
Miss Cindy McLemore of Western Baptist Hospital,
Mayfield kept the guest book. Paducah.

Not Exactly As Pictured

Supplies
Limited
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Starts Tomorrow
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"Force 10 From
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Thursday,January 25
Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Persons are asked to bring
their Bibles.
District 13, Kentucky
Nurses Association, will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with the program
to be on •'Crisis Intervention."

I Smith-Mohon Vows

Leclger & Times

Exhibits in ceramics by
Jack Goodwin, Roanoke, Va.,
and in graphic design by Tony
Beard, Louisville, will open at
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and continue
through Feb. 7.
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Saturday, January 27
Girl Scout Cookie Sale will
begin today and for orders
persons may call Diane
Spurlock,753-9734.

Knights of Columbus will
Willing Workers Class of
hold ladies night at 6:30 p.m.
Baptist Church will
Grace
in Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Lodge
Catholic Church. A potluck meet at Fern Terrace
fellowship and
for
p.m.
6:30
at
dinner and games are plansinging with the residents.
ned.
Voice recital by Steve
Gates, Hopkinsville, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. No charge
and the public is invited.
Board of Directors of Need
Line will honor the Rev.
Robert Brockhoff at a potluck
dinner at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, at 6:30 p.m.

Miss Kentucky Universe
Pageant will be at Paducah
Tilghman auditorium at 8
p.m.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at Carman Pavilion,
College Farm Road, Murray.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
m11437-4229.

Galloway
Southwest
Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will meet,
e
alealliel -,44eaktig at 7
at the school wit',.he program
by Dr. Jack Rose and Joanna
Adams.

A Murray woman, Mrs.
George M. (Sheila) James,
her two sons, Leslie, 6, and
Curtis, 2, and her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. James Euel Erwin of
Hazel Route'l, recently spent
a week in the Hawaiian
Islands where they met their
Friday, January 26
husband, father, and son-inA winter wiener roast and
law, Capt. George M. James
slumber party for Acteens of
who is stationed in Korea.
the First Baptist Church will
Capt. James has been in
be held at 8 p.m. at the home
Korea for six months for.,the
of Vickie Travis.
first half of his year long tour
with the United States Army
National
chapter
of
Local
there. This is his second tour
Retired
Association
of
of service in Korea, but his
Federal Employees will meet
wife and children were unable
at 9:30 a.m. at the Woodmen of
to accompany him to the
the World building with
country for this year due to the
Attorney Bill Phillips to speak
cutback of U. S. Army peron "Wills, Estates, and
sonnel in the country.
Trusts."
His first tour of duty in
Korea was in 1974 when Mrs.
A farm chemical breakfast
James and their older son,
for all area farmers and in- Leal*, were able to reside
terested persons will be at 7...30
with him there. Capt. James,
a.m. at Big Joe's Restaurant. a graduate of Murray State
The public is welcome.
University, is the son of Mrs.
Julia James of Birmingham,
Ala., and the late William M.
James.
He has been in the
People once believed that
if their palms itched they service for eight years.
While Capt. James is serwould receive money.

oLITTLE
GALLER

Thigh f+
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Boot Toppers

Miss Sherry Diane Smith
• Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wayne Smith announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sherry Diane, to Thomas Lee Mohon, son of Mrs. Thomas
Mohon and the late Mr. Mohon.
Maternal grandparents of the bride-elect are Davy
Hopkins and the late Beatrice Roberts Hopkins, and her
paternal grandparents are the late Delmus Smith and the
late Chelcie Simmons Downs.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Beulah Crowder
and the late Mr. Crowder.
Miss Smith is a graduate of Murray High School and
Murray State University. She is presently teaching at East
Calloway Elementary SchooL
Mr. Mohon attended Trigg County High School. He is silf
employed with Tommy's Used Cars.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, March 17, at 7
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. A reception will
follow the ceremony at the club house.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be-gent.
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0=4I
Fall 8
Winter

1 Group

Boots

Shoes

Regular S72 00

$20"I I/2
While They Lost

IME"X1111111113E,

Bel-Air Center
10 00-5 00
Monday-Saturday
753-7403

Price 8 Less

simmers

PRE-INVENTORY

Our entire stock of winter fashions at drastically
reduced prices! Buy for now and next winter too! Save!

Lingerie and Robes

I All Winter
Coats

Warm Sleepwear

Regular Values
to 24.00

29. 10t44.

Downtown Murray

,r,
A SHOE
BIZZ

I

1

ALLISON'S ct71-118e

tiotittow

MORNING

price

ving with the Second Infantry checked at each airline station
Division north of Seoul, Korea, for any available flights to
his 'wife is continuing her Kentucky or Tennessee.
education as a nursing major
at Murray State.Univetsity.
The, James and Erwin
families left here Jan. 6
leaving from Paducah via
Chicago, Ill., to Honolulu for
their flight to the islands.
But the return flights were
not to be so peaceful. When the
local persons arrived in Los
Angeles, Cal., on Jan. 13, they
were notified that the O'Hare
Airport at Chicago, Ill., was
closed due to the snow, and
were taken to the Glass
Towers Hotel there to await
their flight.
The families left Los
Angeles on Jan. 14 with the
temperature being 56 degrees
and arrived in Chicago,
with the temperature being 9
below zero and 29 inches of
snow on the ground. All flights.
to Paducah, Nashville, Tenn.,
and Memphis,Tenn., had been
cancelled and they were
placed on a stand by basis. All
the hotels and motels were
filled, and the Murray group
had to spend the night in the
lobby of the O'Hare Airport at
Chicago. They were finally
able to get a flight out on
Tuesday, Jan. 16, arriving at
Barkley Field, Paducah, that
day.
Our Regular
Mrs. James told The
2.50 to 45.00
99 TO2999
Murray Ledger & Times that
they enjoyed the marvelous
trip to the Hawaiian Islands
and the visit with Capt.
James, but the waiting at the
airport was a long vigil as they

Meswedes!
Valentines have
no calories.

Purses
$500

oOMMOION)t)Atp
STARTS
Shawls
FRIDAY

i Families
ames And -Erwn.
etum From Hawaiian. Trip

Public debate between
.Murray State University and
Central Arkansas University
will be at 3 p.m. in Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray State.
The public is invited.

Pr,ce

Price
And
Less

Group

Both the Racer and Lady
Racer teams will host the men
and women's teams from
Austin Peay State University
State
Murray
at
the
Fieldhouse with lady's game
at 5:15 p.m. and the men's
game at 7:30p.m.

Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club houcz;.At 7:30 p.m.
i by Lynclia
with
Cochran, dance instructor.
Note change in place and
program.

1/2/ 1/2

Everything must go to.
make room for our Spring
Shoes.

Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, is scheduled to
meet at 12 noon at the club
house with Joe Dick as the
"Finance
on
speaker
Figures."

Calloway County High
School Girls will play a
basketball game with Marshall County at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

01%

y

BURTON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Burton,
Benton Route 1, are the
parents of a baby boy,Charles
Jerone, weighing eight pounds
1,2 ounce, born on Saturday,
Jan. 13, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Curtis, Jr., 5.
Maternal grandparents are
Mrs. Jerone
Mr. and
Lawrence and paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Marie
Mooney and Charles Burton.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Stella Jones, Mrs.
Verlene Thweatt, Jack Griff)
Burton, and Mrs. Ruby
Dockham. Great great
grandparents are Rollie Lyles
and Mrs. Genella Lawrence.

FREE COURTESY 1101/11010 VAN
Available for Our Clients

We Really Move Our Soles
-s

49"
188"

OUR ENTIRE STOCK'

Winter Pantsuits

29" 49"

LelithefS

S1i,d1

lu
genu.ne furs
locket. pontcoat
and dress lengths
fObi.CS fOke

TO

Jaw'

a

BRIGHT'S
CHARGE

Boot Clearance
UP
TO

1/2
11/ OFF

All WInter
Styles'

1/3 TO 2/3 OFF

Knit Driving Gloves
Our Regular
7 00 to 9 00

Shop Friday
Nights
itil 8:30
P.M

399

TO

599

All Winter Shoes
REGULAR 28 00 TO 76 00

TO

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

Bra/Girdle Sale
r";::°''20%15%00

1200 Sycamore
753-149Z

REGULAR
80.00 TO
250.00

1/2
w OFF

Winter Dresses

Our Entire
Stock,

List With Us — Purchase From Us

UP
TO

Winter Sweaters

NOW

1/2 PRICE!

Winter Jewelry
OW Regular
2 00 to 10 00

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

Winter Sportswear
Requlo, Values
to 56 00

1/3 TO 2/3 OFF

Handbag Clearance
Our Regular
800 tn 41 00

399

TO 27
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Looking Back

Opinion Paw__

10 Years Ago
An average of $50.26 was reported
yesterday on the sale of Type 23, dark
fired tobacco on the Murray Market,
according to 011ie Barnett, tobacco
market reporter.
Seaman Apprentice Donal Ray
Rowlett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Rowlett, New Concord, has completed
basic training with the U. S. Navy at
Great Lakes, Ill., and will now be
stationed aboard the USS Samson DDG
10 out of Charleston, S. C.
Dr. Don Hughes attended the Post
Graduate General Practice Review at
the University of Colorado School of
Medicine, Denver, Cob., Jan. 12 to 18.
Miss Mary Kighryn Yotuigerman,
daughter of nfr. and Mrs. Al
Youngerman, was married So Richard
R. Tidwell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond B. Tidwell, on Dec. 27.
Charles Addison of Murray placed
second in the shoot held at Paducah by
the Kentucky Muzzle Loaders.

EDITORIAL -

On Widening
Main Street
We do not envy Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson in making a decision
on the proposal for widening
Main Street(Ky.94)..
The "public meeting" held
here on Tuesday brought out
strong points both in favor and
against the four-laning of the
street, along with some alternatives that will probably bring
more discussion in the future.
. Emotional issues are hard on
all parties and discussions of
changes of any Main Street in
the USA will bring the same
reactions that were found at the
3}neetingtere.
In a broad sense, the issue
boils down to changing the old
lo the new or perserving the old
In lieu of the new. With change
.comes controversy. That is true
of this proposal. Few feelings
*ill change in respect to the
lssue.
In looking at the maps
putlining_the proposal, we were
mazed to see that 43 parcels of
property on Main Street have
changed ownership since the
yeafs-age.
A majority of the business
people downtown wanted to see
The change,37 for,3 against and
0 did not want to make a
#ecision of involtement but at-Ihe Same- tithe many home
iiwners and others along Main
Street did not want to see
changes that road construction '
along the street would bring.
Others at the meeting not in
either above group also spoke
pro and con.
;:We favor four-laning Main
Street and feel that it will help

make this community grow and
prosper. We want to see downtown continue to be viable. We
believe in progress and think
that action to alleviate growing
traffic congestion is just that.
We also favor one-lane
proposals being discussed.
But, we can feel for the person who resides or has a
business interest on Main
Street who does not want life
Styles Changed and--tnterruptions or inconvenience.
We also want to see our
heritage prevail and aesthetic
values preserved. Too much of
the beauty has already been
lost and can never be
recovered. We feel these things
can identify with the problems
of change.
Calvin Grayson must make a
decision based on the "public
meeting."
There may be those who want
to register feelings on this
project. Letters will be
received by District Engineer,
Robert Hodges, Department of
Transportation, Bureau of
HiglfWays, Paducah, Ky. 42001
for the neat 10 days.
We hope Mr. Grayson will
decide for "public hearing" to
further discuss the proposal
and assess this issue from
every perspective.

Bible Thoughts
For there is no respect of persons
with God. Romans 2:11.
God is not concerned with your
o- economic silto: of !dz. He
is only concerned that
you know
Jesus Christ, whom to know is life
eternal.
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The Story Of

5

—19

Calloway County
1822-1976

By

20 Years Ago
'REespy, Garrott's Galley

Previously in this report, the implication has been made that
:land sales dates and settler homesteading resulted in the law of
the West" establishment of legality. That conclusion persists for
Ifsettlements prior to 1822. At the same time it can be generously
tassumed that mustered out servicemen of the State of Virginia
executed bounty warrants in Calloway County contrary to any
iunderstnod agreement. To settle the issue, Clay and Leigh, met
.
:7in conference in 1822 to settle the claim that Virginia had the
right to locate on the Purchase lands bounty warrants for officers
tand enlisted men of her state troops. Both the legislatures of
.
.:Virginia and Kentucky ratified the Clay-Leigh proposal for settlement.
At the height of Wadesboro's growth, it has been estimated
.:14 large stores were in business, tannery where raw hides were
3,conditioned for use as leather, flour and lumber mill, hotel, three
or more blacksmith shops, two churches, public buildings, and
::schoolhouse. No doubt, other small businesses flourished, how:ever unaccounted in the listings by Perrin. After the conclusion
of the sales of public lands and the political division of the county
:In 1844, the fortunes of Wadesboro plummeted. As late as 187,3
only three small size stores were able to keep open their doors.
The total eclipse of Wadesboro as a living community occurred
zin the present century about the year 1910, according to the recollections of present day descendants. Therefore, Wadesboro's
:.:.identity is left with historical records, an attractive country church
overbooking the historical old town with its well-kept cemetery
krnarking the resting places of forebears, a few old red brick festersing back to red dust, scrabble of honeysuckle and wild grape vines
;
clinging for a last stand of recognition, polk salet that refuses to
up the lost ghost, and sparkling white narcissus which never
fail to announce the coming of spring despite the absent 300 permanent residents cloistered over the rangy hills embracing 86 resi:dential plots on 100 acres.
tCOUNTY QUICKLY POPULATED
Although the town of Wadesboro was the focal point of corn;Tnercial, professional and cultural development of the county's
earlier years prior to the division of the county, extensive - growth
occurred elsewhere as manifested by the official census being
P-yecorded as 5,184 in 1828, inclusive of Wadesboro and that part
tpf the county which now is Marshall County. This story is
rimarily interested in that portion of the county presently identi4lied -as C.alloway.
.
Among the earlier settlers toward the soyth of Wadesboro
Aland in the general vicinity of the present City of Murray were
itlarles Lipn,.a Mi..Farrar, the Saunders family, Seth Pool, Robert
'Pool, William Melton, Peter Boggess, Coleman Wicker, Mr. Merri"-man, Henry It Bailey, Thomas Garrett, Mr. Duna, Mr. Skaggs,
nd others, all living in a radius of approximately six miles of
urray.
To Be Continued

M.C.Garriat

Ai&ath of Collegiate Rodeo Mare
This Been Misunderstood By Some
Back on December 2, an unfortunate
and much misunderstood thing happened at an intercollegiate rodeo the
Murray State rodeo team was sponsoring at the Exposition Center on
College Farm Road.
One of the biggest crowds they've had
out there since the place opened was on
hand and saw one of the bucking broncs
collapse and apparently die of a heart
attack. The horse, a Mare, had been drawn
by a Sedalia, Mo., boy, and he scored a
winning ride aboard her pitching back.
At the end of his prescribed time in the
saddle, the cowboy bailed off the mare
and two pick-up attendants harrecTior
the loose horse to return her to a stall in
the rear.
Actually, these two men were the
mare's owners, Don and Jay McKee,
who operate 77 Ranch Rodeo Company.
They furnish bucking horses, bulls,
calves, goats and what-have-you for
rodeos all over the country. That's their
business.
When the mare collapsed, these two
owners were the first to reach her and
within seconds had removed the saddle
and other equipment from her. A third
man leaped from his seat in the stands
and rushed into the arena to help.
Identifying himself as a veterinarian,
he quickly determined the horse had
suffered a heart attack.
+++
The veterinarian then leaped up on

Dorothy aid Kerby Jennings
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the downed horse's side and started
jumping up and down with both feet,
which, I'm told, is the prescribed way
to administer a pulmonary resucitation
to an animal the size of a horse.
This is the comparable procedure to
that followed when a human suffers a
heart attack and a doctor or some
qualified person beats or pushes hard
on the patient's chest at prescribed
intervals.
As big as a horse is, it takes far more
pressure and jolting of the heart than
can be applied with the palm of a
human'hand to revive the animal after
an apparent heart attack. That explains
the quick-thinking veterinarian's
jumping up and down on the mare's
side. He wasn't trying to stomp her to
death, as some in the stands seemingly
thought. He was trying his best to save
her life!
Some animals, just as humans, come
out of it. Sometimes, just as humans,
they don't. In this case, the mare didn't
make it. She died out there in front of
everybody. They then had to get a
metal panel, hook it behind a tractor,
load her on it and haul her off — not at
all a pleasant thing to watch, I'll grant
you, hut death never is. Her removal
was handled as discreetly and as orderly as possible.
+++
This certainly was no case of cruelty
to an animal. A good bucking horse,
such as this mare was, is regarded with

Kentucky Closeup

This Doctor Too
Busy To Get Sick
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Paul
Maddox doesn't have time to get sick:
he's too busy keeping other folks alive.
Last year he saw an average of 130
patients a day. The figure would have
been higher but the 53-year-old general
practitioner took a 15-day vacation.
His clinic at Campton, operating
seven days a week, opens at 8 a.m, and,
despite the hour, the lines are long.
"We make no appointments,"
Maddox explained. "Appointments
slow you down. When people feel bad,
they want treatment today, not three
days or a week from now."
Maddox runs his clinic like an
assembly line. He has three examining
rooms and 12 employees to get things
set up for him and handle the paperwork.
"Our program's similar to General
Motors, which puts out a car every
minute and a half. We're so well
organized I get to spend about 12
minutes with each patient."
He also has" one of those computers
that you dial into Chicago. It gives you a
diagnosis in 30 seconds, except on
Mondays when you may wait 30
minutes for an answer."
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The people of Appalachia don't know
what they'd do without him.
"I'm a hillbilly and they're hillbillies.
That's why we understand each other,"
said Maddox,a native of Elliott County.
He came to Campton, population 500,
because the community lacked a
physician, "I've always believed a
young doctor should go where needed."
Maddox's wife "is the best bargain a
man could get." She helped him
through the University of Louisville
Medical School, gave him four sons,
and now serves as an unpaid assistant.
She also assists with the billing which
is done each January because "farmers
only have money once a year — when
they sell their tobacco. There's no need
to bill them every month."
An office visit averages $7 for basic
services. "It's late going to a fast food
chain. You get the special of the day
and if you want extras, you pay extra
for them."
Maddox collected between $80,000
and $90,000 from Medicade last year
but "that didn't meet my overhead of
approximately n)o,000."
At one time he was delivering 400
babies a year. "We slacked off after a
new hospital opened down the road. We
get a few cases now and then."
Maddox still hands out birth control
pills, a program he initiated in 1962. "It
was a question of economics. By
limiting the family size to four children
instead of eight, it's possible to double
the per capita income without raising
an additional stalk of tobacco or increasing the available jobs."
Despite the work load, Maddox has
found time to fill three terms as mayor
and serve on the Wolfe County school
board.
He has been showered with state and
national awards and been called the
busiest physician in . America but
Maddox isn't satisfied.
"III never be completely happy until
I find a way to being more doctors into
the mountains. Did you know there are
23 counties in this state withotit
hospitals?"

much respect by all cow oys,
especially the collegiate fledgings. This
was demonstrated at the Murray rodeo
when a number of the young riders
walked, pallbearer-like, beside the
towed panel as the mare's body was
respectfully and reverently removed
from the arena.
+++
During any rodeo, freak accidents
.can. occur _a.L.,anyand.7._only
someone with a twisted sense of values
gets a kick out of seeing anyone or
anything hurt.
At this same rodeo, one of the calves
suffered what was diagnosed_as—a
hyperextended leg during one of 'the
roping events. The folks in the stands
also saw this animal carried from the
arena by a couple cowboys, and this,
too, was upsetting to some of the
spectators.
What they didn't know and weren't
told was that the calf quickly recovered
in the staging area. No doubt, it had a
few sore muscles for a day or two, but
other than that, it was ready for the
next rodeo and roping contest on
schedule.
The riders don't always escape unscathed, either. At this same Dec. 2
rodeo, one of the cowboys got his hand
caught in the thing he was holding on to
during a bucking bronc ride and got
dragged around the arena a bit before
finally getting loose.
He was taken to the hospital,
examined and found he wasn't hurt. He
was back at the rodeo before the
evening's program was over.
+++
The young people who had worked so
hard to attract more than a dozen
collegiate rodeo teams to the campus
for the event regret these freak occurrences had to happen, particularily
at this rodeo.
Although long a popular and keenly
competitive event across the western
and southwestern United States, the
collegiate rodeo is relatively new to this
section of the country, and it brings in a
lot of people — people who buy gasoline,
eat meals and rent motel rooms into
town.
But what's most unfortunate is the
flak that the young people, the rodeo
team as well as the university, had
to take just because a few misunderstood the circumstances involved in
the mare's death.

Thoughts
In Season
By Kea Wolf
It has been said that we should judge
a man by the enemies he makes. It is
also commonly noted that intellectuals
are arrogant.
The followitig epigram by the English
satirist Jonathan Swift (16674745)
confirms the truth of both of these
statements:
When a true genius appears In the
world, you may know him by this
sign, that the dunces are In confederacy against him.

Rex Galloway, Jerry Graham, Gene
McDougal, Henry Towery, and Jimmy
Dale Foster left yesterday for induction
into the Armed Services and will
receive basic training at Fort Jackson,
S. C.
Deaths reported include Orvis
Cohoon,66, and Mrs. Jack (Maryleona
Bishop) Frost, 58.
New officers of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau elected at the meeting
held last night at the Murray City Hall
are Leon Chambers, Noble Cox, Herman Darnell, B. H. Dixon, and Mrs.
Harmon Ross.
Mesdames Herman Darnell, Marion
A. Potts, Billy Kingins, Olin Moore, B.
J. Hoffman, Earnest Elkins, James
Johnson, Dewey Bazzell, Maggie Boyd,
Lowell Palmer, Arlo Sprunger, Koska
Jones, and Ernest Mayfield, along with
Barletta Wrather, county extension_
agent in home economics, are
representing the Calloway County
Homemakers at the Farm and Home
_Week Conference beirit_held at
Lexington.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Clinton Central and
Murray Training beat St. Mary's. High
team scorers were Robert Lee with 20
for Marray High, Wyatt with 12 for
Clinton, Tommy Vaughn and Jerry
Shroat with 12 each for Murray
Training, and Kortz with 12 for St.
Mary's.

30 Years Ago
County Agent S. V. Foy said farmers
in Calloway County are finding that the,
planting of loblolly pines on wasteland'
can be a big asset. One farmer he noted
was Dave Burkeen who planted pines
on wasteland of his farm 12 years ago
and are now becoming a special asset
for his use.
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch of the
Fine Arts Department, Murray State
Cqllege, will present a violin recital on
Feb. 3. His daughter, Hannah, will be
his piano accompanist.
Calloway County Homemakers attending the Farm and Home Conference at Lexington this week are
Mesdames Thomas Parker, Willie
Wrather, Cloys Butterworth, Aubrey
Farris, Hubert Farris, Paul Blalock,
Everett Norsworthy, 011ie Brown, Leon
Collie, and Maynard Ragsdale, along
with Miss Rachel Rowland, home
demonstration agent.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Kemper on Jan. 22, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Wilson on Jan.
23, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Watkins on Jan. 25.
Mrs. Prentice Beaman, Mrs. Bun
Swann, and Mrs. Edwin Warren were
program leaders at the meeting of the
Lynn Grove High School ParentTeacher Association. Mrs. James Fain
is PTA president.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 25, the 25th
day of 1979. There are 340 days left in:
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1915, transcontinental
telephone service was inaugurated in
the United States. Inventor Alexander
Graham Bell spoke the first words over
a line from New York to San Francisco.
On this date:
In 1579, the Union of Utrecht was
Signed, marking the beginning of the
Dutch Republic.
In 1802, Napoleon Bonaparte became
president of the Italian Republic.
In 1971, Charles Manson and three
young women were convicted of the
murder of actress Sharon Tate and six
others in Los Angeles.
Ten years ago: A string of railway
tank cars carrying butane gas exploddd
in Laurel, Miss., injuring 19 persons
and demolishing some 40 homes.
Five years ago: Yale University
acknowledged that its prized "Vinland
Map," showing North America as
discovered by Leif Ericson centuries
before Columbus, was a forgery.
One year ago: U.S. and Canadian
aircraft were taking air samples over a
wide area of northwestern Canada
trying tin detect radiation after a Soviet
spy satellite with a nuclear reactor
aboard disintegrated in the earth's
atomsphere.
Today's birthday' Broadcaster
Edwin Newman is 60 years old.
Thought for today: There are four
ways of examining men — by their
-conversation, disposition, family and
conduct -- a Hindu proverb.
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Carpenter Says Processing
Problems May Cloud State's
Fiscal Revenue Estimates

Lexington Public
Bus System Grant Is
Sent To Committee

Automatically figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny

Try Our Discount Cush Prices
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Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy

MONTCLAIR, N.J. (AP) —
Together in 65 years of
Joseph
marriage,
and
Josephine Stazzone died as
theylivecT-as one: —
"It looks like he died and
then she just passed away
from grief," said their parish
priest, the Rev. Emmanuel
Capozelli.

753-4175

WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION

PhIll
January Pre-Inventory Clearance

Last Call
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Old Couple Lived As
One And Died Together

The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money

25th
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State law currently limits
state banks to 8.5 percent
interest on those loans. There
is no interest limit on loans
above $15,000.
the
Under
proposed
legislation, state banks would
be able to charge one percentage point above the
federal discount rate, the
same as federally-chartered
banks.

At the present rate, the
maximum interest rate would
be 10.5 percent.
State
Banking
Commissioner John Williams told
the committee the legislation
would allow state banks to
operate on an equal level with
or
national
federallychartered banks.
The federal discount rate
has increased rapidly over the
last few years, but is a floating
rate that could rise or fall,
Williams said.
Williams said smaller state
banks need some way to offset
the higher cost of money.
•'We could be political
hypocrites and reduce the
Interest rate to 7.5 percent, but
bankers wouldn't make any
loans," said Rep. Jim Bruce,
D-Hopkinsville.
He said he was voting to
raise the rate in order to make

The trial order also noted
that plaintiffs, the 4-R Corp.
and the Schillings were
continuing efforts to negotiate
a settlement before the matter
comes to trial.
However, Union Light, Heat
& Power Co. had not
responded to plaintiffs'
demand for an undisclosed
settlement.
"The various copper-toaluminum connections which
were made in the club between 1970 and 1977 included
the Use ottonnecting devices
which the utility company
knew were unstable and which
..,would eventually produce
iso,ardous conditions," the
plaintiffs said.
"The entire electrical
system was working at
maximum output" the night of
the fire. "The electrical
system failed and resulted in
arcing,
sparking
and
overheating of lines, with
ensuing deterioration of
romex wire coverings and
emission of poisonous gases ..
and the production of heat,
smoke and fire."

money available for smaller
loans.
Rep. Charles Holbrook, RAshland, said he was not
entirely happy with the bill but
planned to vote for it because
when he had tried to obtain a
loan last year he could only
borrow $15,001 — one dollar
above the nuiximum subject
tiithe 8.5 percent limit.
BALLET SCHOOL
Dame
TORONTO (AP)
Margot Fonteyn has joined the
list of panelists who will take
part in the National Ballet
School's dance and education
conference in February.
Other panelists include
and
Augustyn
Frank
from
Grant
Alexander
Canada, Erik Bruhn and Rudi
Van Dantzig from Europe,
and Agnes de Mille from the
United States.

Saturday,January 27,1979

753-3174

102 N. Stit

"Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop"

REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS*Free Pipe
*Free Pound Bag of Tobacco of Your
Choice
.;:Atso
Join The Smoke Shoppe Pipe Club
And Be Eligible
•
v. Discounted Prices On "The Pipe of the

Month"

10% Discount On Your Birthday
Buy 10 Pipes and Get One of Equal
Value FREE

Store Hours: 930-530 M-S,
[FREE COFFEE All DAY 1

1
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -A bill to allow state-chartered
banks to raise interest rates
on loans of $15,000 and under
has been unanimously approved by a legislative
committee and is on its way to
the House floor
The House Banking and
Insurance' Committee approved the bill Wednesday 10-

Order Is Signed Clearing_
Way For Beverly. Litigation

Bill Cox,Switches
Position On
Negotiations Statute

641So

ame

Measure Allows State Banks To
Raise Interest On Some Loans

By HERBERT SPARROW
Combined
with
the including an Ill million
Associated Press Writer
Christmas
holtday
and decline in December, was the
FRANKFORT, Ky./AP) — weekends, "there were only result of delayed receipt of
State Revenue Commissioner four working days in the last taxes collected by county
Maurice Carpenter says that nine calendar days of the sheriffs. He said some
counties were later than usual
while Kentucky's revenue month," Carpenter said.
receipts for the first half of the
He said General Fund in sending out bills.
The total Road Fund
fiscal year were $43 million receipts for December were
below estimates, the picture is nearly $30 million below last receipts of $335.5 million were
clouded by problems in December. Sales and use tax up 30.8 percent, largely
receipts were up only 6.2 because of a special allotment
processing.
EAST CALLOWAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL recently
Carpenter is scheduled to percent, but an adjustment for by the Federal Highway
held a spelling bee for students is grades four through eight.
give the Legislature a revised depositing indicates the rate Administration when a portion
The event was held to determine the student who would
estimate of the next fiscal of increase is about 14 percent. of the Jefferson Freeway was
represent East at the Calloway County Education
year today. He said WedCarpenter said the 5 percent added to the interstate
Association's county wide spelling bee held Jan. 20. Darrell
nesday, following an ap- drop in property tax receipts, system.
Loftus. left front, was the East winner and placed second to
Carpenter said the motor
pearance before the Senate,
Mikal Grimes. Southwest. in the county meet. Others named
vehicle usage tax receipts
that the sales and income
at East were Jody Price. second. middle front, and Danny
continued to exceed all extaxes look strong and should
Falwell. third, right front. Rob Allen, principal, is pictured
pectations, with a 9.6 percent
offset an anticipatelIdecline in
back left and Mae Coleman. spelling bee judge, is pictured
gain over last year's record
the coal severance tax.
back right. -7pace.
The revenue chief said that,
Carpenter said that with the
allowing for all of the
serength of that tax and the
processing problems, which
LEXINGTON, Ky-. (API-occurred mostly in sales, coal A federal. grant for LexTran, motor fuels tax, it now appears the Road Fund receipts
severance
and
general Lexington's
public
bus
property taxes, he feels system, has been sent to the are about $5 million over
General Fund receipts are Urban County Council's estimates.
Agency and Trust Fund
actually running about $10 services committee for study
CINCINNATI AP ) — U.S. utility was negligent in suprevenues for the first half
million above estimates.
after a budget dispute.
District
Judge Carl B. Rubin plying electricity to a building
were up 2.4 percent.
Carpenter released the
The council couldn't decide
has signed a final pretrial which it knew or should have
revenue report for the first six Tuesday whether the local
order clearing the way for the known had defective wiring.
months of the year Wed- share of the money was
There had been a major fire
first phase of Beverly Hills
nesday, as the General mistakenly omitted from the
at
the supper club June 21,
Supper Club fire civil
Assembly met in special council budget or voted out.
1970, and electrical service
litigation. session seeking ways to cut
was restarted without a
Budget
director
Bill
More than $2.0 billion in
taxes.
Wheeler said local money is
damages is being sought in the thorough inspection of the
Carpenter reported that not specifically budgeted this
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP) aftermath of the May 28, 1977 building, the plaintiffs said.
actual collections tabulated on year.
They charge that the
— Bill Cox, Democratic fire at the posh night spot just
Jan. 3 showed General Fund
L.exTran is seeking $325,600, candidate for lieutenant across the Ohio River in operators of the supper club
receipts at $778 million, well of which $32,560 is to be paid governor, has switched Southgate, Ky., in which 165 failed to instruct employees in
under_ the estimate of $821.9 locally.
emergency procedures and
,positions on a proposed died.
million for the first half.
Wheeler- said the rettueSt "professional
negotiations
Rubin met privatetly for did not provide enough exits
However, Carpenter said was discussed during budget statute."
more then two hours Wed- from the building.
December, the last month of hearings for the current
The suits allege negligence
In a letter to Doris Wilson, nesday with attorneys for both
the quarter, "was an un- financial year, but there is no chairman of the Kentucky sides, then predicted the trial in design and construction and
fortunate • month —for --deal— record of the cetinell's .----Educators- Public -- Affairs_swalii. take about three in allowing too many people
processing of tax payments." decision.
intor-the7Cebaret-Hoom,- t a
Council, Louisville, Cox said a months.
He said that not only were
Mayor Jim Amato said the Saturday meeting with his • The class - action lawsuits main show room.
state offices closed for a week hearing was not tape recorded county campaign chairmen seek compensatory and
The --Beverly Hills owners
by the flooding in Frankfort, and the written record also is changed his mind.
damages
punitive
for deny liability, contending they
the month endetion a Sunday. unclear on the matter. ,
."It was the overwhelming wrongful deaths and personal relied on independent conconsensus of my _ campaign injuries. Iletanat- Of the tractors when the elub was
organization that the wilt number of plaintiffs, not all ^renovated, and they complied
majority of taxpayers in their are represented in this initial with all safety requirements
All Our Customers
with which they were made
counties
are opposed to the trial. A similar action is
Are Senior Citizens
aware.
local school boards being pending in state court.
When It Comes To
The power company said
ordered by the General
Defendants inalbe first trial
Assembly to enter into are The Union'Trght, Heat & there was no evidence that it
Discounts!
collective* bargaining with Power Co., the 4-R Corp. that knew of alleged defective or
classroom teachers," Cox operated the supper club, and improper wiring in the club.
said.
its owners, Richard J.
He said in November he had " Schilling and his sons.
We RI pa Mee
We keep ar•sass
Cress, Alote-Atet,
use records for
endorsed professional Richard J. Schilling Jr.,
Hid
sled
allergies, fez ill trAqabliOf
VA
negotiations.
Ronald
and
Schilling
prinvriarivinv
PRIMP records
Cox conceded his switch Raymond Scott Schilling.
"will eesult in my losing
The order set out the issues
support from KEPAC," but to be determined in the trial at
said every Democratic U.S. District Coe& In
No Matter What
gubernatorial candidate has Covington, Ky., Feb. 13.
Age You Are, We
adopted a similar position.
The suits contend that the
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King Chair
NOW $99
Prints
/
1
4 OFF
Floor Pillows
/
1
4 OFF
White Ben twood Rocker
$79
Selected Items Throughout
Store Reduced
Take Advantage of this
Final Sale
Sale Ends Wed., Jan. 31

'Pier 1 imports
Bel-Air Center
753-1851
Hours.

10-6: M-F
10-5: Sat.

The Stazzones — Joseph,96,
and Josephine, 87, — began
their life together in the town
of Cerani in their native Sicily.
shortly thereafter joining the
stream of immigrants to the
United States.
They came to Essex County.
and quickly became part of
the parish of Our Lady of
Mount Carmel Church.
establishing ties that woult"
last a lifetime.
Although they had nil
children, nieces, nephews and
fellow parishoners visited
regularly.
"Until a few years ago. I'd
pass the house every day and
often saw them working on
their lawn or in their garden,"
said Police Sgt. Robert
Cummings.
Stazzone was a contruction
worker until retirement at age
74. A nephew, ' Dominick
Testa, described him as a
"tough, hard-working man."
And Mrs. Stazzone was
active in the church in earlier
years, teaching church school
and often inviting children ti
their home for religious plays.
cookies and sweets.
But recently, their health
problems mounted. Mrs
Stazzone was arthritic, and
her husband had always done
all the shopping. Then he
suffered a stroke, and Mrs
Stazzone overcame her pain tii
nurse him alone.
"We talked about thew
going to a nursing home, but
they wouldn't hear of it,'' said
Jenny Testa, wife of another
nephew.
"She spent all her time with
her husband," said Father
Capozelli of Mrs. Stazzone.
Mr.. and Mrs. Stazzone'
bodies were found in their
after
bedroom
Sunday
Anthony Testa, a. nephew.
became concerned because he
was unable to contact them
Dr. John Myers said they died
from natural causes.
They were buried togethc'
Wednesday.

your business

Savings Programs
Available at Maximum
Rates Allowed By Banking Law.
EH. Annual Yield if Paid Annually
90 days,6 months or 12 months maturity. S100 minimum,
One year or two years maturity, $1,000 minimum
30 months maturity, $1,000 minimum
4 years maturity, $1,000 minimum
6 year maturity, $1,000 minimum
8-10 year maturity, $1,000 minimum

5.653
6.183
6.715
7.518
7.787
8.057

1%

614%
71,4%

1E475%
Effective 1-25-79 thru 1-31-19 Money Market Certificates
New rates established weekly
Six months, $10,0130 minimum
Any Certificate in which the amount or maturity is altered must be re -written within ten days after the maturity of the existing
Certificate.

PENALTY FOR WITHDRAWAL PRIOR TO MATURITY OF A TIME DEPOSIT
As a result of FDIC regulations which became effective July 5, 1973. you may not withdraw all or any part of your time deposit
prior to maturity, except with the consent of this bank, which may be given only at the time such request for withdrawal is made.
At such time the bank may, but is not required to, give its consent. If the bank does consent the following penalty will be
assessed on the amount withdrawn.'
The depositor may not receive interest from the date of deposit on the amount withdrawn at a rate in excess of the maximum
rate which may be paid on savings deposits by this bank on the date of withdrawal and the depositor shall forfeit all interest
calculated at such savings deposit rate whether accrued and unpaid, or paid to or for the depositor's account, on the amount
withdrawn for a period of three months or for the period since the dale of the deposit, whichever is less. Where necessary to
comply with this requirement, interest already paid to or for the account of the depositor shall be deducted from the amount
requested by the depositor to be withdrawn.

Bank of
Murray
•
-

FDIC

.• _
S!O
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Syracuse Survives
•(
,Temple Upset Bid;
Louisville Streaks
By KEly RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The game plan came out
okay for Don Casey.. but the
game didn't.
As a result, 16th-ranked
Temple lost to 12th-ranked
Syracuse 78-76 in overtime
-..: Wednesday night in a battle of
eastern college basketball
:",...powers
• -Our sliding zone defense
worked well," said the Temple
coach.-We might have played
better than they did. Our kids
really knew they could have
won the game. But they also
knew they did things that lost
it."
Casey's intention was to
shut off the Orangemen's
powerful inside game — and
Temple did that reasonably
well, allowing merele, 26
points between strongmen
Roosevelt Bouie and Louis
Orr.
. hut Casey didn't count on
the accurate outside shooting
of.. Hal Cohen and Marty
Headd, who scored 24 and 16
points, respectively, mostly on
• long bombs.

"Cohen and Headd are good
outside
shooters,"
underscored Syracuse Coach
Jim Boeheim. "Their 22footers are as good as the 10footers of Bouie and Orr."
in other games involving the
nation's ranked teams, No. 1
Notre Dame blasted Fordham
85-53: No. 5 Louisville stopped
St. Louis 80-65; No. 7 Duke
trimmed Virginia 84-66; No. 9
Louisiana State stopped
Tennessee 77-75; No. 14 Texas
A&M turned back TCU 57-53;
No. 15 Arkansas defeated
SMU 79-67; No. 17 Texas
edged Baylor 77-76 and 19thranked Vanderbilt nipped
Florida 5746.
The Orangemen trailed
Temple by as much as 10
points before coming back to
catch the Owls behind their
two high scorers.
Ironically, Cohen missed the
first half of a one-and-one free
throw effort with two minutes
remaining in regulation that
enabled Temple to tie the
game at 70 and send it into
overtime. But Cohen made up
for it in the extra period,

What's Up

hitting the goahead shot for
Syracuse. The Orangemen
never lost the lead as Headd
later provided two key free
throws.
The Syracuse-Temple game
was the second of a
doubleheader
at
Philadelphia's Palestra. In
the opener, Michael Brooks
scored 29 points and grabbed
19 rebounds to lead La Salle to
a 100-88 victory over Vermont.
Bruce Flowers scored 18
points,including eight in a-row
during a 14-point burst that
carried Notre Dame past
Fordham. The game was
never in doubt as the Irish
rushed to a 38-28 halftime lead
and continued to pour it on
after intermission.
"Notre Dame definitely
deserves the No. 1 ranking,"
said Fordham Coach Tom
Fenders. They are a tottlly
sound, fundamental team.
They have great depth. Notre
Dame is close to being a Muhammad Ali (extreme left) patiently answered questions from
dynasty as far as depth,
especially- with their big Murray Slate-Sports Arena, white
eariler...(opposlie pager
men."
Bobby Turner scored 24
points to lead Louisville past
St.: Laths. _the CarSlinA
3.4ASilL,
seventh straight victory.
Turner, a 6-foot-3 junior
forward, made 9 of 10 field
goal attempts and grabbed
five rebounds as the Cardinals.'
improved their record to 16-3.
Mike Gminski scored 24 poinfs to power Duke past
Virginia. It was the second
straight
Atlantic Coast
Conference road victory for
the Blue Devils, who defeated
North Carolina State, last
VISA*
weekend.
.•
"With the two ACC wins-on
the road, I have to
e--.
pleased," said Duke Coach
Bill Foster. "It's like a dream
come true."

Sporting

Today
Calloway County girls (11-1) vs Marshall County-,Jeffrey
Gymnasium; junior-varsity game,6 p.m.
Murray High girls( )at Fulton City; freshman boys,
6:30 p.m.

Saturday
f' Murray State men 3-14), women (8-8) vs Austin Peay
Sports Arena; women's game,5:15 p.m.
<-• Murray High boys if winners) vs Marshall County-St.
Mary winner; time undetermined.
Calloway County boys (3-12), girls vs Lewes; Jeffrey
Gymnasium; girls game,6:30 p.m.

Al Green poured in 25 points
and stole a pass as the buzzer
sounded to help ISU beat
Tennessee. DeWayne Scales
added 21 points for the win
ners.

Gilliam At Haverford
3

"He's the top shooter on
the team" said Zanin,"and
he's going to be a real fine
player before he's through.
Gilliam, after a slow
start, is averaging eight
points a game.

The son of Mr. Frank
Gilliam, Lexington, and
Mrs. Willie Belle Farless,
Murray, Gilliam was a
member of the First
Region's All-Tournament
basketball team as both a
junior and senior in high
school.
Also a football player,
Gilliam, a freshman at
Haverford, was on the AllWest Kentucky Conference
team and served as captain
of both Murray High
football and basketball
teams.

Frank Gilliam

Final Winter
Clearance Sale
All

Winter
Stock

/
1
2

Price or Below

KING'S DEN
Leather Coats
Good Selection

gliol Air Shopping Con'.'
Morro', Kentutly

MEN S CLOTHING

50%

Off Or More

1

Approx. 250

Suits 1/2

Check the following items out. If you can use any
of this merchandise you can save 30% to 75%.
First come, first served. All items are new, top
quality. No rejects or seconds are sold at Big
Mac's.
Item
Remington 1100,20 Ga. Magnum Shotgun
Converse Insulated Chest Waders
Walls Insulated Coveralls
Leather Look Bomber Jacket
Fruit of the Loom Sleeping Bag
Worm Rattlers
Seaway Insulated Nip Boots
Seaway Insulated Chest Waders
Camper Toaster
Seaway Pressure Pack Tennis Balls
Seaway Aluminum or Steel Tennis Racket
Garcia Graph Recorder-Depth Finder
Garcia Tackle Box
Strike King Lures
Nasty Spinner Baits
Pork Rind Lures
Golf Bag-Pro Model W/Tubes
Golf Sunday Bag
Black Powder Ky. Pistol Kit
Winchester 1400, 20 Guage Barrel, Vent Rib
Browning 2000, 12 Gauge Barrel, Vent Rib
Carry-Lite Crow Call
Action Rod Holder, 4 Place
Aluminum Camp Plates

Price

Quan.

Si:6Rn. Price

Sale

lea.
20 ga.—$244.95-4165.00
1 pr.—9
—59.95-25.00
1 pr.—X-Large-29.95-16.00
8 ea.—Assorted
19.95
8-00
6.00
1 ea.— Adult
14.95
800 Pkg.
1.49 — 25`
7 Pr.— Assorted —19.95--8.00
8 Pr. Assorted
24.95SAM
47 Ea.
89(--25`
36 Cans
2.49 —1.00
4.50
61 Ea. Assorted
9.95
75.00
1 Ea.
60 Ft.-249.95
75'
15 Ea.
8"x12"
1.99
95'
175 Ea.—Assorted-2.29
243 Ea.— Assorted
25'
1.59
20'
61 Jars—Assorted
97t
18 Ea.—Adult
14.00
29.957.95
2.00
Ea.
Adult
39.95
22.00
1 Ea.
.45 Cal.
lEa.— 1 mp.cyl.
69.95
35.00
99.50
1 Ea.— 1 mp.cyl.
65.00
18 Ea.
2.95
1.00
28 Ea.
2.49
39 Ea.
49'
12"
89t

Many Other In Store Specials. New Fishing Tackle Arriving Daily

Sale
Still In Progress

All

Sweaters Dress

ODD LOT SALE

January
Inventory Reduction

/
1
2
All

4144.

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky. -753-9491

Friday
Murray High boys i 8-3 vs Hickman County ; 8 p.m.: 1st
round, Ballard County Invitational Tournament;
( makeup of Wednesday game; admission: $2 adults,
$1.25 students.

HAVERF-014-D,- Pa. -While at Murray High,
Frank Gilliam earned
seven varsity letters in
three sports, so his play on
the basketball team at
Haverford College should
come as no surprise to
coach Tony Zanin.

the media after his lecture in the

Save Up To 40%

Areas Largest

Sporting Goods
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491

"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
Sale Ends
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
When Merchandise
Sale Good On In Store Merchandise Only
Is Sold
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Coauoued From Page (ne)

people, young people, and several'
,more before finally
hoping 1 have a positive in- giving th to the insistence of
In the crowded little room, fluence on them."
his companions.
with cameras whirring,
As he entered the car that
shutters clicking and film
And most, I think, DID would take him to a motel and
lights making the space an believe him. This was no rest, an earlier statement
oven, All was the only one not routine, no act. He stood
sweating.
leaning against the wall,
talking to anyone that asked
And
somehow,
with him a question, and it was
microphones jamrnped into hard to imagine him as the
his face from all angles, one
same
cocky
individual
couldn't help believing what millions had seen on national
the 37-year-old All was saying.
television plenty of times.
Oh, no, not the statement
that he has fought his last
fight. That seemed of little
importance to him. "Boting
has been good to me, but there
are more important things. I
want to form my own United
Nations, And I can. Why?

And it was his aides, not Ali,
who decided at 10:15 p.m. that
enough time had been spent
talking. As they nodded and
motioned to All that it was
getting late, he continued to
talk. Finally, one of them took
his arm and led him out.

"Because I can talk to the
president, to leaders of other
countries, just like I'm talking
to you now. There's nothing I
like better than meeting

Near the exit, nearly an
hour since he had left them,
several fans still waited
patiently, hoping for an
autograph. Many weren't
disappointed. He scribbled

echoed: "I'm 37 now. Whether
hive a few more years or to be
90, I want to spend most of it
trying to help people and bring
them closer together."
Here's hoping he does.

SAVE on the specialty of the
house! Two Sizzlin Sirloin
steak meals include regular
$2 79 sirloin steak, potato.
Stockade Toast. Thursday
thru Sunday this month

...he waited while being introduced
to the audience. Below right, Chris

William Weatherspoon of Paducah,

RigALISTIC HI-Fl AND CB BARGAINS
NOW AT SIZZLING 27% TO 37% SAVINGS!

on taxes.

!!

We are income tax specialists. We ask the
right questions. We dig for every honest
deduction and credit because we want to
be sure you pay the smallest legitimate tax.
That's another reason why we should do
your taxes...whichever form you use short
or long.

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER WITH AUTO-MAGIC FM TUNING
STA-85 by Realistic

199

Black -face styling, walnut veneer panels
plus quality sound! 35 watts per channel,
minimum RMS at 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz with no more than 0.3% total harmonic
distortion Auto-Magic locks in FM stations
for lowest distortion Glide-Path® volume/
balance controls, EQ switch for recording
7nfil *TM of Dolby Labs inc
—
Dolby* FM 11

299

BUY A COMPLETE STA-85
SYSTEM NOW AND SAVE 210"

UNDOLT
SERVICE
TREE
Special Rates Available
Now Through February

CUT
27%75980
Peg

Hems Price
-

• Realistic 1A8-65 Belt-Drive Changer with 8ase.
Hinged Dust Cover and $29 95 Value
Magnetic Cartridge
• Two Realistic Optimus'10 Floor Shelf
Speakers in Walnut Veneer Cabinets
• Realistic STA-85 AM FM Receiver

AM/FM/8-TRACK RECORD/PLAY SYSTEM
Modulette" -808 by Realistic

Year 'round musical pleasure at a budget price t
Listen .to AM FM stereo. pre-recorded tapes,
or record your own Auto Level recording,
mike headphone jacks, changer input. AutoStop more Walnut grained vinyl veneer 14-945

MOBILE CB WITH INSTANT CH. 9/19
TRC-422 by Realistic

Landolt Tree Service Featuring

WE ARE
COVERED
BY

50,000
WORTH OF
INSURANCE

*20 Years Experience
*Free Estimates
*Guaranteed Service Within
1 Week Of Estimate

Call 753-8170
LandoIt Tree Service
"Misr We Finish Your Yard Will Look Batter Than Before"

Travel winter roads with a safety and
security companion! Hot-line switch
gets Emergency Ch 9 or Highway Information Ch
19 Makes driving more enjoyable with less worry
21 1531
ts54..CAILIN 11140
uou 4e,
aiso ava.labie
R840 St

•

r
ittIntio,,,,x1
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'Basketball Is Fun Now'

TIC

After A Rugged Rookie Season, Benson Enjoying Himself
_ By the Associated Press
' MILWAUKEE - Kent
.,Benson's voice reflected his
.„.new self-assurance. His tone
I
as as smooth and relaxed as
hook shot in warrnups; his
ule as bright as his recent
tistics
"Basketball is fun now,
ore fun than it's been in a
g, long time," said Benson,
Milwaukee Bucks' secondar center.
- . "Yes, maybe even the most
'fun since high school," he
: said. "Now, I don't mean to
.say it wasn't fun in college. It
... was regimented under Coach
k-. Bobby 1 Knight at Indiana,
t there were positive things,
. But I sure know that it's a
rot more fun this year than last
ear."
'•••• Benson would like to forget
.*-,is National Basketball
1:Association rookie season. So
:ould the Bucks, who had the
'first choice in the NBA's 1977
• coUegiate drett_aad took the
•Andiana All-America.
• His misfortunes started in

his first NBA game, when he
was knocked out by a punch
from Kareern Abdul-Jabbar of
the Los Angeles Lakers.
A knee injury two months
later hindered him most of the
rest of the season,for which he
averaged a disappointing 1.8
points and 4.3 rebounds per
game. Many doubted he would
ever make it in the NBA, let
alone play of the caliber expected of a No. 1 pick.
But Benson reported to
camp 10 pounds lighter last
September, his attitude
buoyed by a long, candid talk
with Coach Don Nelson, and
his game honed by six weeks
of play and instruction in the
California Summer League.
He regained his starting job
19 games ago, and lately has
come on with a rush. He has
scored 70 points in his last four
games, including a personal
NBA high 24 against the New
York Knicks last Sunday.
That gave him 536 points for
the season,three more than
scored all last season. He has

Sue Barker Upsets
Austin; Connors,
McEnroe Advance
: By the Associated Pre!.
seeded Jimmy Connors
gi` HOLLYWOOD, Fla. ===-----blasted Erik van Dillen 6-1,6-1
M•itain's Sue Baorker upset and Argentina's Guillermo
id-seeded TrAcy Austin 2-6, Vilas ousted Buster Mottram
'42. 6-3 as the number of of Britain 6-4,6-3 to advance to
ed players in the $150,000 the third rotind ottbe $250,000
,,4omen s tennis tournament-U.S. Pro Indoor- TennIS.
Ztontinued to dwindle.
Championships.
After two rounds of play,
John McEnroe, the recent
iPve of the eight seeded winner of the $100,000 Grand
layers in the event have been Prix Masters, also advanced,
•Jipset, including top-seeded besting Stan Smith 7-5, 6-1
'• Chris Evert.
.
while
Vitas
Gerutaitis
.In other suprise,s, South defeated Yugoslavia's Zeljko
African Manse Kruger bested Franulovic 6-4,6-1.
-fourth-seeded Wendy Turnbull
In other matches, Harold
of Australia 6-4, 6-7, 6-3 and
Carrie Meyer whipped eighth- Solomon whipped Andrew
seeded Kathy May 3-6,6-3,6-3. Pattison of South Africa,6-0,6In other matches, No. 2 3; Pat DuPre outlasted
Virginia Wade of Britain Australian Colin Dibley 3-6,7iidefeated Mima Jausovec of 6, 7-6; George Hardie upset
.Yugoslavia 6-3, 6-3; No. 5 12th-seeded Hie Nastase of
*lane Frornholtz defeated Romania 7-5, 4-6, 6-4; Geoff
Aarbara Jordan 6-2,6-3; Terry Masters of Austraila suprised
beat Kate Latham 6eighth-seeded
Corrado
2-6, 7-5 and.Janet Newberry
Barazzutti of Italy 5-7, 6-3, 6-3
:Whipped Nancy Yeargan 7-5,
and N.10-seeded Arthur Ashe
i-4.
edged Marty Riessen 6-1, 4-6,
PHILADELPHIA - Top- 6-4.

made 23 of his last 36 field goal
attempts to boost his season
shooting average to .500, and
he has led the Bucks in
rebounding in four of their last
six games.

"He's been very aggressive
and done a nice all-around job
in addition to scoring."
That is not to suggest that
Benson is playing like a
superstar. But it should be
remembered that even on the
day they drafted him, the
Bucks said they never expected Benson would be a
dominating center.
They said they expected him

"Bennie has played with
confidence from our opening
game and lately he has played
much better as he has gotten
more minutes," Nelson said.

Footballs, Basketballs
Dominated '4th Quarter'
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
Football and baseball
dominated fourth-quarter
television sports ratings.
ABC's "Wide World of Sports"
and CBS' "Sports Spectacular" were the only two
regular series entries that
were not related to football.
And only two shows,"Battle
of the Network Stars" and the
Larry Holmes-Alfredo
Evangelista fight, both on
ABC, cracked the top ten in
the category of -specials".
The fourth quarter consists
of October, November and
December. TV audiences are
high because the weather
keeps people at 'home. The
networks concentrate on pro
and college football and the
baseball playoffs and World
Series, programming that is
both expensive and a sure-fire
draw.

playoff games through Jan. 7.
The pregame and postgame
shows are rated as separate
entries.
The only prime time series
was ABC's "Monday Night
Football" which accounts for
its No. 1 position. Audiences
are always higher in prime
time. Ratings represent the
percentage of TV households
watching a given show:
1-Monday Night Football,
ABC, 20.1 rating; 2-NFL on
CBS, 16.9; 3-NFL on NBC,
15.0; 4-NCAA football, ABC,
12.0; 5-NFL '78 postgame,
NBC, 11.9; 6-NFL Today
postgame,
CBS,
10.4;
7-NCAA postgame, ABC,
10,3; 8-Wide World, ABC,8.2;
9-NFL Today pregame, CBS,
8.0; 10-NCAA pregame, ABC,
6.8; 11-NFL '78 pregame NBC 5.1; 12- Sports Spectacular, CBS, 5.1; 13-NCAA
football highlights, ABC,3.0.

-The_ ,lainiapy-February,
specials",*- a
March period is far more • AS for
competitive in terms of net- sweeping category that inwork ingenuity. That's when cludes the six World Series
the anthologies get hot and the games and assorted college
made-for-TV events start football bowls, there were
more than 35 telecasts which
popping up,
got ratings of 10 br better. For
At any rate, here are the purposes of clarity we have
ratings for the 13 regular lumped all the Series games
sports series for the fourth together as one entry and
quarter. For purposes of ratings listed are the lowest
tabulation, the National and highest.
Football League figures for
"The Battle of the Network
NBC and CBS include a couple Stars" is included because,
of September games as well as although it is essentia
lly an

Aolladay
4.

Sports At A Glance
College Basketball

lona 77, Fairfield 19
La Salle 100, Vermont 88
Lafayette 79, Lehigh 63
Messiah 100, Johns Hopkins 84
Penn St 54, Duquesne 49
Rider 82, Delaware 81
Rochester Tech 71, Alfred U
St Bonaverture 93, Canisiu.s 'St Francis, N.Y. 97. AdelPhl
St lawrence 111, Clarkson 84
St Peter's U. Niagara 70
Scranton 91. Delaware Vly M
Syracuse 76, Ternpie 76, OT
Wagner 103, Siena Ed
SOUTH
Campbell 1111, N.Carolusa Central 77
Clemson 64. Furman 58
DavIdson 87. The Citadel 73
Duke 64, Virginia 66
Georgia 59, Mississippi 53
old Dorrumori 75, James Madison 65
Louisiana St 77, Tennessee 75
I oyola, Md $7, Catholic 55
Mt St Mary's 65. Baltimore 56
Richmond 90, VMS 78
S Carolina
Georgta So. 81
Vanderbilt $7, Florida SS
Virginia Commonwealth 67. William &
Mary 46
W Carohna 56, E.Tennesaee St 54
W Virginia St. II. Concord ND
Wheeling 71, Fairmont St 69 MIDWEST
Butler 83, Loyola. Ill 75
Cameron 61, NW Oklahoma 19
Cent Michigan 81, Bowling Green 76
E Cent Oklahoma 17, SE Oklahoma 41
F. Illinois at St.Joseph's. Ind . ppd 1.71011/
E Michigan 87, Ball St ICI
nuna. St. IS, Valparaiso 67
Kalamazoo St Indiana -Purdue 71

EAST
American 94, Drexel 76
Boston St 76. Brandeis 75
Cheyney St 91. Millersville St. 61
Cincinnati" is, W Virginia 65

TRUCKLOAD

SEAFOOD
SALE
is

4

Coming To Your Community
This opportunity wig only come twice a year tot you
to buy the highest quality seatoods at the lowest possible prices

SO STOCK -UP NOW'
and
SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL ORGANIZATION

SPONSORED BY THE

Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycee's
Jan. 27th 11 a.m. until Dark
LOCATION

D & W Auto Supply
South 12th

SHRIMP

to become somewhere between
average
and
dominating, not a superstar
but a good player who, with
sufficient talent surrounding
hun, would make the Bucks
winners.
While the Bucks are only 2228. they have won six of their
last eight games. Benson's
improvement has been a
major reason.

MOTORISTS ROBBED
BY GAS THIEF
Motorists are being robbed by a sly thief
who steals gas while they drive The
culprit is a dirty carburetor. which
wastes precious fuel and causes pow
engine performance Now you can restore
efficiency thanks to WYNN'S.Carburetoy
Cleaner. This spec41 spray formula works
without dismantling to instantly remove
gum and varnish, curb rough idling end
stslling as it increases mileage It for
happier motoring, get WYNN'S Carburetor
Cleaner today

LOBSTER

OYSTERS
SCALLOPS
FISM FILLETS
CRAB
SOUPS
Many attic quick and ready to cook seafood
delicacies
This biyearly seafood sale is being handled
exclusively by -TODC) SEAFOODAlt of these rtems
are uncondttionally guaranteed

Morgan,Trevathan Ik Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS-REAL ESTATE-188 E. 12TN ST., BE1FTON

co*
IUMw VALUES1

Si
A

entertainment show, it is
produced by ABC Sports:
1-World Series games,
NBC, 30.1-35.9; 2-Battle of
the Network Stars, ABC,23.4;
3- Thursday Night Football,
Minnesota-Dallas, ABC, 22.6;
4- Sunday Night Football,
DenverOakland,
-ABC;11.4;
5-Sunday Night Football,
Pittsburgh-Los Angeles, ABC,
18.3; 6-World Series pregame
shows, NBC, 10.7-21.4;

.
8 11111111

1
It

7-Baseball divisional
playoffs, ABC, 10.0-25.0; 8Holmes-Evangelista
fight,
ABC, 17.0; 9-Gator Bowl,
ABC, 15.7; 10-Baseball
playoffs pregame, ABC, 6.616.9; 11-Fiesta Bowl, NBC,
11.9; 12-Peach Bowl, CBS,
11.7; 13-Liberty Bowl, ABC,
11.2; 14-Sun Boll., CBS,10.6.

a

Keith Oglesby, shown scoring two of his 15 points against Middle
Teemessee Monday night in
Murfreesboro, sad his Murray State teammate IN take .3-14 apt t..,1
Sib Valley Conferees*
Nark Yea Saaaskres gonseiale Ms*Pasy is theSpots Saes& Kamm
Ise to MM.83-71.
,
Staff photo
-

IS WEEKS
BEST BUYS .
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Choose Cushion Belt Polyglas. You get two fiberglass cord belts right
under the tread. They add
strength hnd stability for
good wear, good traction.
Polyester cord body soaks
up shock, delivers a
smooth ride.

81178-13
Whitewall
plus $1.86
F.E.T. No
trade
needed.

whereat!

SALE

She

PRICE

"
tee
:

E78-14

$35.50

$2.21

G78-14

$39.00

$2.53

G78-15

$40.00

$2.59

Plus F.E.T.

SALE ENDS SATURDAY

e
fl

-104 NEW CAR
‘
ti,*. RADIAL
•

k
%0 • l'AO
AO:
Size

ER78-14
FR 78-14
FR78-15
GA 78-14
GA 78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LA 78-15

CUSTOM TREAD

4
OUR
PRICE
$58.00
$87.00
887.00
$72.00
$72.00
$77.00

4114.00
$114.00

Plus
018 tire

$2.38

$2.55
$2.55
$2.65
$2.73
$2.96
$3.14
$3.30

Lube & Oil Change

$588
Includes up to
5 quarts major
brand 10130 oil
Oil filter extra
if needed

SNOW TIRE
RETREADS

HELPS PROTECT MOVING
PARTS - HELPS INSURE
QUIET OPERATION.
•Chassis lubrication and oil
chance • Please calf for appointment • Includes licit
trucks

$7

99178 13
whitewal,
plus 91 98
T.E T and
old tire

Deep-biting lugs for traction
when you need It most.

$1

This steel belted radial is original
equipment on many of this year's
new cars. It's a popular tire at a
very popular price!

Front-End Alignment
and Free Tire Rotation

$1588
Parts extra
if required
Carbides front wheel
drive & Chevettes

Good,.
Just Say'Charge It, tomsomi %%saving

HELPS PROTECT TIRES ANO
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE'.
• Inspect and rotate 0 tires
• inspect suspension and
steering systems • Set car,
ber. caster and toe -in to
proper alignment
Most U S made cars semi imports

UMW le 01
.
12
,
Accollit

Choose 6.95-14, 6 50-13.
A76,13, or 560-15 blackwall
plus 44C to 504 T.E.T. depending on size No trade needed
Whitewalls $300 mere.

Engine Tune-Up
HELPS (MUM QUICK
COLO MEANER STARTS.
$3988
• Electronic engine starting
6 cyl
Sod charging systems anal
ysis, • Install new points
Price includes listed
parts and labor $4 less spark plugs, condenser and
rotor•Set dwell and engine
for electronic ignition.
timing • Adiust carburetor
Ho extra charge for air
• includes Volkswagen.
conditioned cars,
Toyota. Dotson and light trucks
4-cyi
-

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy • Our Own Customer
Charge • Vita • 04••11Can Express Card • Carte Blanche Credit Plan • Master
• °MIDI Club • Cash

Confidence Starts Here

Now Has A LocalNumber

FOR IRE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434
•

121 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

Story Manager Robert B.!WOO',Jr.

Goodyear Service Store

Store Moms: 7:30 a.m. rata COO p.m. Daily - elms Friday Until SAO p.m.

Phone

753.4595

PAGES THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIDOS,Tburbda), Januar ...,,,
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Ivy 16 Oz.

Coke

79c

31E'cocoell ISIE,x91Lcat,
Specials Good

the boa le toe &Ow
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682 Jan. Th through Jan. 31 ttiImam
GLADLY ACaPi MOO SUMPS

Receive Numbered
Limited Edition

ms 1-1 liee-Th
eer
Fri ad $at. 54

Tray

Frances Drake

For $1 99

Choice Of 1 With
$12.50 Order

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 211,
.1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4Y6
04
White Cloud
Be sure to check up on the
credentials of would-be advisers. Legal affairs are not
favored, though hard work on
the job pays off.
TAURUS
1
1
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tio6
If at all doubtful about a
business venture, be sure to
seek the proper advice. Get
- more than one opinion, and
then decide.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
're prone to falling in
With $12.50 Additional
love with love now. Don't let
Purchase Excluding
your imagination turn a
Tobacco & Dairy Prod.
relationship into something
it's not. Be level-headed.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 18114;:)
Don't misinterpret
another's kindness as a
U.S. Choice
romantic overture, though
existing relationships can be
counted on as genuine.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124
You should be pleased about
your romantic situation. So
much an, that you have a
greater incentive to put in a
good day's work. Then relax.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Be especially attentive to
the problems of dear-ones. A
kind woad from your would be
greatly appreciated. Overlook
shortcomings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. M) —
A domestic concern has an
LarseN
unexpected turn for the better.
It will be hard to say no if
MIXED VEG.
16 oz
someone makes an appeal to
your feelings.
Hyde Park decorated
- SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
umbo roll
A good day for creative
types to seek a market for
their wares. There is no need
Libbys
to pry; the information you
need is readily available.
46 oz.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. M to Dec. 21)
Be careful not to misplace a
Vernor's
valuable item. Though overall
trends favor financial gain,
6pk. 10oz
better not mix friendship with
Hyde Park Facial
money.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
. 200 ct
You'll have to get to know a
certain someone better before
,Nescafe Instant
you give your trust. A friend
may have a financial tip for
LT you.
Sunrise Instant
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're inclined to be
8 oz.
gullible now, believing that
you've met someone special,
Star Kist
when all that happened was an
- introduction to a person of
. 61
/
4 oz
considerable charm.
PISCES
lx
T usIin nsvaliW
ja aned GroperuIt
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XQ
.
Are you attracted to
46 or
someone or are you just enJUICE.
chanted by a lifestyle that
Heinz
t• differs from your own? Keep
in touch with trusted friends.
32 or
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to succeed in
Musslemons Old Fashion
business, but are more inclined to the arts. Literature,
32 oz
acting, painting, and scull>
ture are some of the fields ir
which you'll find happiness.
Do not let a desire for
authority and financial success conflict with the idealistic
yearnings of your nature. You
can make creativity pay off in
a big way, and your greatest
success will come through
your humanitarian ideas. In a
position of power, your
natural executive ability aids
you in your quest to do
something for the betterment
of mankind. Birthdate of Paul
U S. Choice
Newman,actor; Jules Feiffer,
cartoonist; and Douglas
MacArthur, military commander.

Choice Of Any
2 With
$25.00 Order

‘ftite
11111, .„4,0'

TOILET
*P-otivu) TISSUE

490..,„

I\

MARGARINE

•

so't

Lb,ne

1 Pk. 11 Oz..

MILK

Limit 2
Cartons
Sass $1.40
With $12.011 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Prod.

gal

51 89

ORANGE JUICE

green top

.904

$1 39

49

COFFEE

. woz.

COFFEE

Hyde Park

Stinittife

COTTAGE CHEESE

KRISPY CRACKERS

SIRLOIN
TIP STEAK

FLOUR

5 lb bag

Stokley

17. 3/$1
2/89`
89c

APPLESAUCE
Heinz Home Style Chicken or Brown

MUSHROOM GRAVY

12 or

Heinz Hamburger

SLICED DILLS

Ion

TI.
tartfng
s anal
.ornts
• er and
engine
.uretor
en Toy
trucks

Master
Casn

Sebsolhers oba bane eat
',calved their beeme-delivered
espy of The Murray Wier &
Time by 3:M p.m. flteadayMI* ear by 3:3I
es
lotordoys ore urged te
/1.3-11116 boteetio 114
wed 4 p.a., Illoodoy-frkiay, ii
sae p.a. we
Swear*1.ft Wore delivery .4 14.
assrepaper.„ Cane Owl be
plosed4r4 plotrtrosbdopree.
4 pat. Solordoye to gourottee
earn.

Pride of Ill. White
Cream Style

CORN

17 oz

Pride of Ill. Golden
Cream Style

3/s1
4/89'
450z 6/s1

WAFERS
Heinz Kosher DM

PORK
CHOPS

3/'1

Kozy Kitten

16 or

3'ion
TC;i6

Say Sum Apple or Grape

Limit 2

32 ox.

99c

Say Sum

32 oz.

Whole

TOMATOES

(6 or

Luck's Great Northern
Lb.

BEANS w/Pork

$1 89

Owen's
Best
Hyde Park
Automatic Dishwashing

5

DETERGENT
DETERGENT

lb

lb

SLAB
1,9 SLICED
BACON

•

$1 39

OZ

Lux Dishwashing Lg 32 OZ.

MEAT MAKES THE MEAL & OWEN'S HAS THE
FINEST MEATS IN TOWN!
udikiiiN FRY STEAK
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
'219
$239
RUMP ROAST
U
RSOrlicii

79'
3/51
17. 39'

PICKLES

17 oz.

89' SPECIAL BUY ONE-GET ONE FREE
69' , JELLY

APPLE JUICE

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Sunshirie Vanilla

Center
Cut

69' CAT FOOD

KETCHUP

49c

1 lb f:

aGOIde Medal Plain or Self-Rising

U.S. Choice

$298 CORN

TUNA

)1 I

089

97.

PRODUCE DEPT.
Golden Ripe

BANANS

lb

Country Style

SPARE RIBS

lb

SWEETOTATOES

Reid 1 Lb

WIENERS
Baked

HAM

Fancyreen

lb

lb
,
lb- $298

i
e A
r VED

a

HAM...

119
$798

lb. L.

19c

Home Grown

Yellow

- -

49'
51 69

PINK SALMON

GINGERALE
TISSUE

12 or.

Double Q

Hyde Park Low Fat

MILK

7-90

Bright 8 Early Immitation Frozen

59`

TOMATO JUICE

‘.44,

Hyde Park

3/1
49c1

PAPER TOWS

COCA
- COLA

Blue Bonnet
or
Parkay

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy hod.

let

VEG-All

A113 With
$35.00 Order

Limit3

ROUND
STEAK

nP%.

Limn 2

lb
Fancy

Red or Golden Delicious

APPLES
I
"
'RRED POTATOE
S

.•

a.

Lb

5 lb

25C
15C
19`
49C
59'
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PA

.Indiana Sheriff Assumes
'Pornographer Thevis'
!Visitor Was His Wife
PANAMA CITY, Fla.

g

( AF)
e- A former Indiana sheriff
pays he "assumed" that the
woman who paid frequent
Oilhouse visits to porpographer Michael Thevis
ltas They is's wife.
I:. "I just took it for granted,"
Alex Watkins said Wednesday
le describing the visitations of
,atricia
McLean, now
arried and being tried here
Patricia McLean Abbott.
She and Roy Gambrel are
accused of helping Thevis
escape from the Floyd County
Jail at New Albany, Ind., last
April. He was recaptured in
November.
"Nobody asked me if he
(Thevis) could have female
disitors," Watkins told a
rk•cieral court jury."I assumed
as. McLean was his wife."
:Government
rasecutors
;aid in opening statements

i

tec;Insadi7
brtelataescape.4bb:c1paid for Thevis'
But defense attorneys
claimed the two actually were
Victims of Thevis, who they
said manipulated jailers and
employees to set up his
escape.
.New
Albany
Police
Patrolman Leon Witt, who
was chief jailer at the time of
the escape, testified Thevis
was given _special treatment
WM the very start.
Thevis was housed at the
New Albany jail while
testifying at a federal trial in
nearby Louisville, Ky.
:Witt said normal security
precautions were never used
fpr Thevis.
"1 don't even think they had
aewriatwatekonhini —
they come in with leg irons
and a belly chain," said Witt.
Federal prosecutor Dorothy
ICirkley took aim at Mrs.
Abbott and Gambrel in her
opening argument: "What the
government will shotv is a
chain of events and circumstances which will show
hew they helped Mike Thevis
eacape," she said.
She said a note found in
Thevis' cell set out an agenda
for the escape. Mrs. Abbott
was the person who funded the
eacape, according to Miss
Kirkley.
:But defense attorney Ed
Garland said the evidence will
show that the government's
case against his client is based
on "suspicion, guess-work and
speculation."
The lawyer described Mrs.
Abbott as a pawn of her
millionaire former boss.
"Patricia McLean Abbott
was an assistant he paid and
an assistant he used,"
• Garland said.
Richard Young,attorney for
Gambrel. said the gover-

ment's case against his client
is based more upon lack of
evidence than evidence.
Explaining the escape note
found in Thevis' cell, Young
said the only thing that ties
Roy Gambrel to the note is the
name Roy. The note, he said,
contained a reference to a
man named Roy and said
something to the affect that,
"with Roy you can have guns,
clothes, money,etc."
Young said that he will
produce a man named Roy
who worked for Thevis and
was a much more likely
candidate for the government's indictment than his
client. In fact, he said, there
were a number of Roys who
worked for Thevis.
Young also said Gambrel
was in Hamilton,Ohio, the day
of the escape.

Radio-TV College Conference

SENATOR WEISENBERGER ATTENDING SPECIAL SESSION — Sen. Richard
Weisenberger, D-MayftOld,(right), visits at his seat on the Senate floor with his
Senate neighbor, Sen. William Sullivan, D-Henderson. The Senate has opened it's third
legislative
week with Continued examination of the state's budget for funds to finance
proposed
tax relief measures. Senator Weisenberger is chairman of the Senate Committe
e on
Counties and Special Districts.

Khomeini-De-lays trcun-Re-turn Unti-1
Sunday Due To Airport Closings
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran YAP) —
Ayatullah Ruhollah Khomeini
delayed his return to Iran
today until Sunday after the
military closed the country's
airports until then.
The leader of the fight to
overthrow Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi announced
postponement of his return
from
exile, previously
scheduled' for .Friday, after
Air. Fr_ance said it would_ not
supply a plane—to take him
home from Paris until it was
assured the flight could run
normally.
Prime Minister Shahpour
Bakhtiar sent a letter to the
Shiite Moslem patriarch
asking him to delay his return
for three weeks because he
could not guarantee his safety.
One high government source
said Khomeini agreed, while
three others said he apparently
agreed.
But
Khomeini's chief aide in
Paris, Dr. Ibrahim Yazdi,told
a news conference he refused
to receive the letter.
Informed sources said
Bakhtiar asked the military to
close the airports to give
Khomeini a face-saving excuse for the delay.
, Iranian sources in Paris
also said Dr. Seifedin Navaby,
president of the Iranian
Cardiologists'
Association,
met with Khomeini, who is 78,
and recommended he rest for
at least a week before
returning to Iran.
They said Navaby found

•••••11.

Khomeini in excellent general
health but tired and said he
should rest before facing the
strenuous events that would
follow his return for on-thespot leadership of the fight to
overthrow Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, establish and
Islamic republic and replace
the Bakhtiar government with
one controlled by him.
Millions of Khomeini supporters were expected to greet
him on arrival. One goverm t__ spurge,. explaining
Ba tiar's request that he
delay, said "The crowd alone
would
have
been too
dangerous and too difficult to
handle."
Another government
source, who asked not to be
identified, said Bakhtiar in his
letter to Khomeini warned he
could not take responsibility
for his safety. The prime
minister also warned that the
army would not stand by and
watch Khomeini atempt to
sweep aside the government
appointed by the shah and
establish an Islamic republic
through
unconstitutional
means,the source said.
"Therefore, I request you to
delay your return to Iran at
least three weeks in order to
give me a chance to take some
steps to guarantee the safety
of the Master (Khomeini) and
to take actions without
violating the constitution and,
at the same time, to please
and calm down the army,"
Bakhtiar reportedly said.
Thousands of persons of all
ages and occupations rallied

in Tehran today in support of
the Iranian constitution and
the Bakhtiar government,and
some attacked stores and cars
bearing portraits of Khomeini.
Some Iranian reporters
estimated the crowd at
perhaps 100,000, but several
Western reporters placed the
figure at no more than about
20,000.

Jacqueline J. Hays,a Paris, 3.83 of a possible 4.00. She was Dr. Robert H. McGaughey,
'Tenn., senior at Murray State Miss Rodeo U.S.A. in 1976.
chairman of the Department
University, has been selected
The IRTS, considered the of Journalism and Radioas one of 25 students from
world's most prestigious Television, will also represent
across the nation to attend the group of network and agency Murray State at the seminar.
College Conference of the professionals, has
been
A 1975 graduate of Henry
International Radio and conducting faculty-industry
County Tenn.) High School,
Television Society (IRTS) in seminars and college
con- Miss
Hays is attending
New York City Feb. 21-26.
ferences in New York each
Murray
a
State
as
Her scholarship to attend year since 1967. Leading
the conference at the professionals from the ABC, Presidential Scholar. She was
Tarrytown Conference Center CBS, and NBC networks and selected for "Who's Who
Among Students in American
is worth approximately $400. representatives of major
It covers the costs of room, advertising agencies conduct Universities and Colleges" for
1978-79 and is a member of
board, and tuition during the the sessions.
Omicron
Delta
Kappa
six-day period.
Miss Hays was one of 273 leadership society and Alpha
Her selection marks the
students nominated from the Epsilon
national
Rho
second consecutive year that a
91 colleges and universities in honorary
broadcasting
Murray State student has been
the U.S. which offer master's society.
chosen to go to the conference.
degrees in broadcasting. She
Donna R. Simmons of
Herbroadcasting
was nominated by Dr. Ray
Moscow,
Tenn.,
whp .Mofield,
background includes exprofessor
of
jourgraduated in December,
nalism and radio-television on perience as a co-anchor of the
participated in 1978.
MSU-TV Channel 11 evening
the campus.
Miss Hays, 21, has st major
news at Murray State
in radio-television and a minor
MOfield will be attending the University and an internship
in journalism. The daughter of IRTS
Faculty-Industry at WPSD-TV in Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack R. Hays of Seminar, scheduled con- where she is now working as a
Paris, Tenn., Route 6 has an currently with the college reporter and weekend news
overall academic standing of conference, for the third time. anchor.

Tractorcade Is Serenaded

to land but as of midday had
not been given permission to
take off on the return trip to
Damascus and Geneva. Two
Polish
airliners, which
arrived Wednesday to take out
dependents
of
Polish
technicians and diplomats,
also had riot gotten permission
to leave.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)—
"I think once the Congress he said.
Rumbling and grumbling
from the Texas panhandle to and everybody sees how
"It costs me $4.50 to grow a
the nation's capital, weary, things are, they'll work on bushel of grain and I get $3 a
discontented farmers _ were equalizing it, so everybody bushel for it," Gerald
serenaded during their Nash- can exist," Boyd, who McCathern of Hereford,
ville layover by country music operates a farm near Texas, said. "The Japanese
Oklahoma City, said in a people pay $9 a bushel for it.
singers.
About 2,000 people wheeled telephone interview.
Somebody is making $6 a
"Another
thing,
the bushel."
their tractorcade into Nashville and headed to the Ten- government has got the farThe tractorcade
was/
nessee State Fairgrounds for mer so controlled. We're going organized by the American
to try to get some of the Agriculture
the Wednesday night concert.
Movement, an
• Bobby-Boyd, a- spokesmen—_controls off,so you can_grow -organization offarmers which
for the farmers who arrived what you want, when you want sponsored similar protests
aboard about &ft vehicles, and sell it to who you want," last year.
including tractors, trucks and
campers, said the procession
started in Amarillo, Texas,
but drew farmers from as far
west as New Mexico and
California.
10
The procession included a
Is Your Man For
tractor with a sign reading "If
Counter Tops
Dolly Parton was in the same
Glamour Tops
shape as the American far1
mer,she'd be flat busted."
The tractorcade, Boyd said,
F ully Manufactured, for both the Do-lt-Yourseller
snaked through Oklahoma,
and
the pro.
Arkansas and Tennessee on its
way to Washington via
Also available, Chem Surf and Tuff Surf for thee*
Virginia. On Feb. 2, the
tractorcade will hook up with
special conditions.
eight others before farmers
start a week of meetings with
lawmakers in an effort gain
Of visit ow seep et Solite
4tli at tlie Drive In Theatre. (Approxisnettely
higher returns for their
enroll service)
products.

The airports were closed
Gen.
Mehdi
Rahimi, after Dr. Ibrahim Yazdi,
Tehran's military governor, Khomeini's spokesman in
said Iran's airports would be Tehran,. declared:, "If we
—sfiut rfuwtrfor threedays frdm -cannot land-in- Tehran,
midnight Wednesday for go to another airport in Iran,
safety reasons. But it was and if we don't find one, weassumed the closing of the will come back here."
airports was an effort by the
Early
Wednesday,
military, which supports the
_Khomeini supporters went to
shah, to block the return of
Tehran's airport to give an
Khomeini.
Iran
Air
Boeing
747
Rahimi said security forces
'revolutionary flight" a
will maintain "extreme
sendoff to Paris to pick up and
vigilance" and "crush any
.return Khomeini. But troops
subversion calculated to
closed the facility and sent
undermine public order."
demonstrators home. Later
Thousands of confused
the airport was reopened
passengers
jammed briefly, but the "revolutio
nary
Mehrabad International
flight" stayed on the ground.
Airport in Tehran as the
closure went into effect today,
The shah remained, in
bringing chaos to the ter- Marrakech, Morocco Wedminal. A sign at the Pan Ain "nesday and posed with his wife
check-in counter announced, briefly for photographers
All flights cancelled."
inside the walls of a residence
A Swissair flight that utis provided by King Hassan H.
enroute to Tehran after the No questions were permitted,
order was issued was allowed and both had strained smiles.
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Time-felease capsules thcit
give all day and all night
relief.
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shaver

Great for all your lighting
needs.60,75 and 100 watts.
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How big Is a"large"loan?

Large, easy-to -read
white numbers on a
black scale. Pebble grained-finished case.
9% x
in,
5377

Try one of ours for size.
Arnow.
r manced

Monthly
P.m.o,

Month*
To Is,

Total Of
yt.
Psyntn

73 17

48 $3,512.16 17.80%
48 64.206 24 17.69%

$3.500 $ 90 41

60 $5,424.60 18.80%

$

Snow
Shovels

TRU-TEST

ANTI-FREEZE $299
Gallon

No. X18CS

APR*

$3,000 $ 87.63

$2,500

MR. COFFEE
FILTERS —100 ct

$4,000 $103.23 60 $6,193.80 18.76%
• Ann.. P.
,•nlhe•

P0 V -2

2.37 aft lop. 82.97

Bel-Air Center
Ph.7535573
a4EDrniRIFT
314,*ve got your loan
(
a
* )

PLASTIC SHADE CLAMP

LAMP
convenient 10,6
portable light source
Rustproof. Rub not included. 06/48510

th

th
is
a
to

*

Roy
Harmon

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
Into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
Of reasons.
And we lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the difference between how
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
- • • If-you're looking for a loan,
take a close look at our chart. You'll see we carry your size
•
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Jackie Hayes Selected For

+
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prop.,

brewing action
faille..

.100

A
(A) BOOSTER CABLES. Get the jump an weak starts by
keeping a set of booster cables in your car. All
sets
have solid-copper conductors and coated clamps.
06/9C108P/C9C812/20812/20616
(ft 10
2.37 12 ft I p.
ipt. 10 p.
L77 III
p.
vun
•
AYR) TOW CAM. 12-ft. tag, Ve-iTT diameter
braided
wire with forged hooks. 2,0001). strength. 06/127

•
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Coping With Your income Tax

EDITOWS_NOTE — Following is the herds is a series of
five artieke eatitkd "Coping
With Year IlaiSIMe Tax." They
were wiliest la help taxpayers
prepare their 1578 tax returns.
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sale price exceeded $35,000.
Here is how the new benefit
applies for someone over age 55
who, for example sells a house
for $100,000 — after July 26 —
that ,he or she originally purchased for $60.000:
While a seller under age -55
would have to consider the $40,000 as profit and pay taxes on
It, the over-55 seller is entitled
to the $40,000 as a tax-free profit, provided the following tests
are met.
—The seller must be age 55
or older before the date of the
sale or exchange.
--The home must have been
the principal residence of the
seller during at least three of
the five years prior to the sale.
—The benefit must not have
been previously claimed by either the seller or his or her
spouse for a house sold after
July 26, 1978.
Anyone who 15 entitled to
claim the benefit should fill out
form 2119, which can be obtained from the IRS, and file it
with the regular 1040 return.
Since, it's a complex coconut-- ation, there should be no hesitation in asking the IRS for help.
At any age, taxpayers may
postpone payment of a tax on
the profits of a house they sell,
if it has been their residence
and if they buy another one
within 18 months.
Under the new law, they can
buy and sell a house more than
once during the 18 months and
still defer taxation. The reason
benefits for home ownership
are given in the first place is to
encourage people to buy homes.
In making the changes in
1978, Congress decided it is .

By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
i AP) —
Homeowners over age 55 received one potential major benefit from the tax changes
enacted by Congress in 1978
that may affect their current
tax return.
They are now entitled to a
one-time tax-free profit of up to
$100,000 when they sell their
home. The benefit can apply
only once in the taxpayer's lifetime, however.
Congress made the change to
assist middle-aged and elderly
homeowners who, for various
reasons, may want to sell their
houses and move to apartments
but are afraid all the profit on
their homes will be consumed
by taxes.
.Mother potential benefit
homeowners should be alert to
is a tax credit for energy con. servation expenditures made._
since April 20, 1977. Congress
provided that the homeowner
may reduce his or her taxes by
up to $300 to partially offset the
costs of such improvements as
insulation, storm windows and
doors, weather stripping and
the like.
The credit would be equal to
15 percent of the first $2,000
spent on such improvements, to
a maximum of $300. A person
claiming the credit would need
to fill out the long 1040 form
and a special Linn 5695 that accompanies it.
CEMENT INDUSTRY
The new tax benefit for home
ATLANTA (AP) - Three
sales applies to homes sold
cement-industry executives
after July 26, 1978.
Prior to July 27, 1978, the
were elected to the board of.
only similar benefit was for
people 65 or over and the house
Cement Association at its fall
had to be sold for less than
meeting here.
$35,000. The tax benefit was
.They were Edward H.
progressively smaller if the

FILM,FUSS MISES,
CAMEIUS,

Artoraft Studios
i is s.. .753-0035

entirely fair to ask bowermars
to pay taxes on prate dust iscreased largely boom* at inflation, since the parboiling
cower of the money has not increased proportionately.
The housing sale provisions
are part of a much larger
change voted by Congress last
year for capital gains, which
are the profits from the sale of
a home or other property, including business stocks, bonds

or even coin collections.
As iii Nov. I, 1978, the
amount of capital gains that
can be excluded from taxation
was increased from 50 percent
to°60 percent.
The remaining 40 percent is
subject to the same rate of tax
as the taxpayers' other income
So, for example, If a taxpayer
is in a 33 percent tax bracket,
it means the tax on the remaining 40 percent would be 33 per-

FRANKFORT - Most body heat by taking hot drinks
people are familiar with the and quick-energy foods such
dangers of frostbite, but as chocolate. Do not drink
another potential hazard of alcoholic beverages."
The elderly are mort
cold
weather is often
susceptible to hypothermia
overlooked.
Accidental hypothermia is than others, although their
one of the most common .cold symptoms may be much less
weather injuries, according to apparent. Older individuals
Dr_.C..Hernandez, director of usually do not shiver or may
the Department for Human not even -feel cold, he''Said
Resources Preventive Ser- Their speech, and movements
vices Division. It is a condition - may be sluggish and they may
that occurs when the body simply feel drowsy as their
temperature falls dangerously body temperature falls.
To prevent hypothermia
low,94 degrees F. or less.
The body, in an attempt to among older individuals, keep
conserve heat, constricts the indoor temperature at 65
certain blood vessels and degrees F. for those aged 65 to
shunts the warm blood inward 75. Persons over 75 should
to vital organs. More body fuel keep the indoor temperature
is burned in order to produce at 70 degrees F.
Common sense in selecting
additional heat, he said.
-Shivering, an involuntary -clothing for outdoor work or
contraction of muscles to play in cold weather will
generate heat, is usually the prevent most cases of
first sign that the internal or hypothermia, said Hernandez.
core temperature has begun to He also advised that people
susceptible to hypothermia
drop," Hernandez said.
gptenty of rest, eata highHernandez listed other signs
energy, well-balanced diet
of hypothermia:
.
(extra carbohydrates and fats
(1) Abnormal behavior
are helpful, for people who
Bovich, 'president
of .'(confusion, slurred speech,-Work outside If( cold weather)
amnesia)
Independent Cement Corp., •
and refrain from drinking
(2) Weakness and low blood
Kenne, N.H.,-Robert L.Forde,
alcohol and smoking. •
president of Rochester POl- pressure
Various
medications,
(3) Stumbling or falling,
tland
Cement
Corp.,
- particularly sedatives and
drowsines
s
leading
eventually
Rochester, N.Y., and Brian
medicines given for anxiety,
iffhiffield, president and chief. to coma.
depression and nausea, may
''If you notice any of the
executive officer of Citadel
increase vulnerability to
warning signs of hypothermia,
Cement Corp., Atlanta.
hypothermia, Hernandez said.
The association is a you should take immediate
"Hypothermia is not strictly
research, market develop- action. Remove wet clothing a condition that occurs at subment, and
educational and cover up with blankets. freezing temperatures." he
organization which represents Additional heat from hot said. "Hypothermia may
the U.S. and Canadian cement water bottles will help," said occur at temperatures well
Hernandez. "Increase your
industry.
above 32 degrees F."

Who'll Pay You 9.475% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Interest is compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is
subject to change at maturity. This 9.475% rate is effective on certificates
purchased from now through January 31, 1979.

An average week of newspaper
coupons is
about 816.14, this amount
for 52 weeks is
8839.28.
And

remember

other

specials without
coupons represent a great savings
. Subscribe
to...

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
and

realize the great savings each

week.

Newspaper shopping is a sure way to save.

Fedecal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdraw-i before maturity amounting to forfeiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.75
per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and
to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear,
Tn., $19.50 per year. By mail to
other destinations, $35.00 per
year.

For More Information
Contact T.P. Delaney, Jr.
Circulation Dept.
753-1916
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Carroll Adds Seven New Items
To Agenda Of Special Session
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The agenda of the special
session of the Legislature
continues to grow, but Gov.
Julian Carroll says he doesn't
want lawmakers to spend any
more time in the capital than
necessary.
Carroll, at the request of
legislators, county officials
and state education officials,
added seven items to the call
of the special session Wednesday.
That included opening up
the state's capital construction fund for possible use
in paying for tax cuts.

Ca oil has
Although
discouraged use of the fund for
that purpose, an aide said the
move was at the request of the
Legislature and 'unfilled a
promise the governor made
last week while addressing the
Senate.
Carroll also added six other
items, mostly dealing with
county governments, to the
call.
4„ But his press secretary,
Gary Auxier, said the
governor is not pushing for
any of them to be considered
by the current special session.
"As I stated when 1
amended the call earlier, most
if not all of the additional

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
_—.------ACROSS
1 Deposit
4 Separate
swiss rivet
12 Equality
13 Peeled
14 Falsehood
15 Macaw
16 Limbs
17 Church part
18 Bash
20 Man's nickname
21 College deg
23 CapuMin
monkey
24 50th stale
28 Abstract
being
30 Shallots
32 Is ill
_ 4 Landed_
35 Narrow
opening
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items could be considered by
the 1980 General Assembly or
in any other special session
which might occur before
then," Carroll said in a
statement.
Other items added to the
the
would allow
call
Legislature to consider:
— Extending the April 15
deadline for county judgeexecutives to submit proposed
budgets to the County Budget
Commission. County officials
say that since they must rely
upon state revenue estimates,
there is no way they can meet
the deadline.
— Adding to the enumerated
powers of county governments
under the 1978 House Rule Act
the ability to deal with historic
structures and districts
through local ordinances.
— Reverting to the former
of having county
method
_
governments approve
reject zoning amendments by
1978
resolution. • The
Legislatuiv required the
approval or rejections by
ordinance, but county judges
of the
claim re-advertise
zoning amendments, which
have already been advertised
by the zoning commission, is
causing considerable expense.
Resolutions do not have to be
re-advertised.
— Changing language in the
law under which the state took
over collection of school
property taxes in order to
prevent five counties from
losing federal money. The
Department ofEducation says

the federal government has
determined that when the
state took over the property
tax "collection, it -in''effect
reduced local effort for sup- port of schools on which
federal aid is based. The five
countieg affected are Trigg,
Lyon, Taylor, Russell and
Wayne.
— "Permiting local govenments to use the state price
contracts for purchase of
commodities, a provision
inadvertently repealed by the
last Legislature.
— Extending authority to
county governments to use
county funds to purchase
liability insurance for all
county employees.
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GETS ARMY COMMENDATION — Mrs. Faye Wells, cadet records supervisor and
secretary to LTC Randell G. Routt, has been awarded the first Civilian Incentive Award
ever presented by the U.S. Army to a civilian at Murray State University. She was
presented with the award, given in recognition of her "exceptional competence and
the highest degree of professionalism," at a recent campus ceremony by Brig. Gen.
James M. Wroth, commander of the Army's Second ROTC Region headquarters at FL
Knox, Ky. The wife of Capt. Martin Wells of the Murray City Police, she also was the first recipient of the coveted rating of Certified Professional Secretary (CPS) in Murray
and Calloway County.
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State Lawmakers Attempt To
Gment et Tellico Dam Exempted
But environmentalists and go to court.
By JOHN NOLAN
Last summer, the U.S.
siding with the snail
others
Associated Press Writer
Court ordered work
Supreme
whose
fish
tiny
darter — the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. I API — existence the U.S. Supreme halted on the nearly comTennessee lawmakers are Court says is threatened by pleted dam, on which about
laying plans to get the S.alled the Tellico Dam — praised the $110 million has already been
spent. The court ruled that
Tellico Dam exempted from a committee's decision.
federal law that brought work
Mike Scrivner, legislative closing the dam's gates would
on the project to a halt aide to Duncan, said Wed- create a 16,000-acre lake that
because of a tiny fish.
nesday be has prepared a bill would destroy spawning
Tom Griscom, spokesmanr for Duncan which aSii.s ihat grounds of the snail darter; a
for Senate Minority Leader the dam be exempted from three-inch long fish. The Little
Howard Baker, said Wed- provisions of the Endangered Tennessee River is the darnesday by telephone from Species Act. Duncan's 2nd ter's only known natural
Washington that The-amaze& --Pristriet-4rt East -Tennessee habitat.—
staff is examining a com- Tricludes the dam's location on
The ruling has engendered a
mittee's decision Tuesday that the Little Tennessee River.
conflict between those
lively
the dam is subject to the
Duncan, in a telephone
support the darter's
Endangered Species Act. The interview Wednesday night, who
those who say the
seven-man Endangered said he hadn't received or cause and
being bunt by the
project,
dam
Species Committee, created examined the 1411, Scrivner
Valley Authority,
Tennessee
act,
the
of
provisions
undr
prepared and that the
completed. Supreviewed the project as a congressman intends to confer should ,be
including Duncan,
result of action by a con- with constituents before porters,
say the dam and its reservoir
ference committee during the taking action.
would provide recreational
last session of Congress.
Earlier, Scrivner said benefits and attract industry
Baker .and Rep. John Duncan is also considering the
now
Duncan, a Republican, were possibility of a court challenge to the surrounding area,
unemployment.
by
plagued
Tenamong members of
to whether the Endangered
congressional Species Committee was
nessee's
Scrivner said the House
delegation critical of the legally constituted.
Endangered
an
passed
committee's decision.
Scrivner said Duncan Species Act amendment last
questions whether the corn- October similar to the bill he
mittee's Tennessee member, drafted for Duncan. But a
Nashville lawyer William Senate-House conference
Willis, was named to the panel committee changed the
by President Carter soon amendment to provide only
enough after the committee for a speedy review of whether
was to begin its proceedings the dam could be exempted,
Dec. 10. But Scrivner said no leading to the Endangered
decision has been made on Species Committee's decision
whether the congressman will Tuesday.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES -

1

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

OUR CELLAR IS

FLOODED

SOMEWHERE OUT THERE
IN THAT LONELY CITY IS
A GIRL WHO NEEDS
LOVE!?

BEING A
SUPER- LOVER

Aka!
1-25

Kam

111

Ef

is

A TERRIBLE

RESPONSIBILITY

O YOu EhiJOY

DELIVERING MAIL.,
MR BEASLEY

.•
41114
Csf#

THE

I'D PREFER DIANA HAVI•10
OUP rsAiiss IN A MODERN
HOSPITAL ...IN CASE OF
0IFFICULTIE-51

GliFOCULTIES 7 JUGT
HAVING A eiAgby

•

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
753-6622
Comp. Care
753-1441
Fire (City)
753-6952
Fire(County)
Foster Parents... 753-.5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn...753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc
Learn To Read . 753-2288
753-NEED
Needline .
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
_Poison Control
753-1621
Police
Rescue Squad ..._ 753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. ....1-800-592-5401
This list of telephont—
nurribers is published—
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telephone.
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3. CARD OF THANKS
WE THE family of Edwin
"Pod" Cunningham would
like to thank all of our
relatives and friends for the
FOR WATKINS Products,
kindness shown to us during
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
the loss of our loved one.
uyyl.,phone7si lytti
Special thanks goes to Rev.
William
Taylor, to Gus
FREE STORE. 759-4600.
Robertson, Jr. for the special
music, and to all those who
showed their love and con
cern, it was sincerely ap
---.7.ifeCts11•81.,....B.SittL...and JackCunningham.
5. LOST ATOUND
--LOST: LARGE female dog,
tan with brown, mixed with
German Shepherd, Call 759
1612.

"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 7594600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM,Sundays at 12:30.
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6. HELP WANTED
AVAILABLE- NOW, pos/lori
in the business office of a
large medical practice.
Business office experience
mandatory, some medical
experience helpful but not
apSend
mandatory.
plications to Box 943.
DEALER- FOR national.
building store to be used as
residential and commercial
building. Call 03121 275-6510. '

WHEE!!

11171Undefl FWar, SynAlca,e

LIKE
MENTAL
TELEPATHY

Starks Nardwara

753-8298

BEETLE BAILEY
IT'S

1.5 A SL,Je(IaJt) Al

•Portratts

Wanted: Uconsall Real Estate
salespersons wko ore interested is working in IS.
Murray area. Contact Warm
Whoa, 753-3263.

State Population Shifts
From Farms To Cities

A VISION
JUST CAME
TO ME!

It's A
Fact
Fre Gitt
Wrapping

CARTES
PNOTOGRAPNIC
STUDIO

.•••••

MAWS

I HAVE
EXCITING
NEWS FOR

2. NOTICE

OUR WOMEN HAVE BABIES
IN THE FIELD... BY A
H E'
STREAM. . ANYWER.

GIFFICuLT f IT'S EASY!

CHIEF a...RAN—YOU HAvE A
BABY! THEN TELL US IF IT
IS SO EASY

TOInORROw: DiAN.4

LOUISVILLE"— Kentucky
has undergone "a quiet
revolution" in recent years in
a population shift from farms
to cities and the growth of an
urban industrial economy
'Development Secretary
William L. Short told participants in an urban
economic conference.
The purpose of the conference is to enable the state's
citizens to help avoid
problems of congestion,
crime, pollution and lowering
of the economic base that
large cities in other areas
have experienced, Short said.
The conference was called
by Gov. Julian M. Carroll as
the first step toward formulation of a statewide policy
urban
economic
on
development.

Airman H. M. Adams
Completes Aviation
Electronics Course
MILLINGTON,. Tenn.
Navy Airman Hugh M.
Adams, son of Hugh G. Adams
of Woodlawn and Reda Adams
of 821 Glendale Road. Murray,
has completed the Basic
Avionics (aviation electronics) Technician Course.
During the 15-week course
at the Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Millington,
Tenn., the students received
instruction on the fundamentals of electronic circuitry and were introduced to
the wide variety of electronic
equipment items currently
installed aboard Navy and
Marine Corps aircraft.
They studied airborne
radar, communication and
computer equipment, plus the
technical manuals, safety
a'n (1
prl,cautions
troubleshooting
procedures
used for maintaining each.
He joined the Navy in April
1978.

Louisville Mayor William
Stansbury, who welcomed the
delegates, said participation
by federal representatives is
"a good indication of the
Carter administration's
urban
to
commitment
and
development
redevelopment."
Residents of rural as well as
urban areas of Kentucky have
a stake in urban development
because what happens to
Louisville and other large
cities ultimately affects the
entire state, Stansbury said.
Luncheon,,speaker Edmund
N. Bacon, a Philadelphia
and
architect, planner
business executive said there
is a significant return to the
smaller cities.
"The message is that there
is a new conservative under
which we will see this endless
spreading outward," he said.
"We will take a new view of
the things that we have
neglected in the past, the
trNssures in our downtown
areas."
Approximately 300 persons',
including community and
business leaders throughout
Kentucky are taking part in
the conference, which is
the
- by
cosponsored
Development Cabinet and the
Governor's Economic
Commission.
Development
Following the luncheon,
delegates divided into four
seminars to study issues
relati4a1 to urban development.
Recommendations from the
seminars will be presented at
the final session of the conference Wednesday morning.
Seminar topics are human
resource development in
urban Kentucky, growth
management and urban
ecology, fiscal problems and
policy, and government
structure and coordination
toward a coherent state urban
policy.

SEE THE new Monitor fifth
wheel, travel trailer by
—R-a-rnwlsss
-Hot ittavArrowhead Camper Sales,
Hwy 80 E. Mayfieldy, KY.
247 8187
temalsommtraira-mawmt,
Getting op nights, snorting,
leg pains may show need for a
aki to kidney hoction.
, ulAre
worm RAG
passage elth BUICE1S 34ab•a-disy Iresesnant Feel 0000
again in 12 bows or your See
back al any drug count.99
NOW at mums was to
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Check
Your
Ad

EXPERIENCED SEWING
machtne operators. Apply in
Calloway
person.
Company,
Manufacturing
111 Poplar St., Murray.
WILL DO babysitting in my
Panorama
and
home.
Lakeway -Shores area. X3872504

4

HELP
WANTED
Employment for local
supply
electrical
store. Prefer someone
with knowledge of
electrical supply. Permanent position, good
salary, and fringe
benefits for the right
person. Send resume
to Box No. 32Z.
WAITRESS WANTED apply
,n person Sykes Cafe, S 2nd
Street
.-

sio

Advertisers
one
requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
This
corrections
will
i•riissrespop•r.
be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion ANY
ERROR
8E
SHOULD
REPORTED IMMEDIATEL
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP
Tt Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR. •
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives If you had
pictures made at Loye's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints
Carter Photographic Studio:
753 8298 We copy and restore
old photographs

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

LAM INIICR CO.
Pinta& TIMM
Has opening for responsible
help Day time shift. Apply in
person at office between
a.m. and 1 p.m. No phone
calls

12. INSURANCE

"How'd I get that storm
damage repaired so quickty7
.ii.•
4

*
10151111AJKII

"I've got
the Shield!"
•Ow •••
sa•
• ••••••
•• N...
*m.o.

C.

Ronnie less
Danny Ness
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14. WANT TO SOY

100 ACRE ROW crop farm,
level. fertile. desire owner
terms, no realtors 753 5610.
DROP IN kitchen electric
range Cairn.] 4586

. Of

k
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53. SERVICESOFFERE

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

1441
952
2
131
9
141
2288
ED
1792
7588
1621

PORTABLE
CLOTHES
dryer, good condition, $75.
siva TO INJT
75-3-2906 or 753-6474 or 7594601.
1972 Chivy Pickup, 1 wheel
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
eel 1969 to 1173
Volkswagen
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1436-565S
443 6.469 In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
GARBAGE DUMPSTER, 23. EXTERMINATING
cash- register with 2 or 3
totals. Phone 753 4470 after 5
Pm.
TWIN BEDS, prefer maple
Call 753.8393.

WANT TO buy, International
tractor, size 656 10 856. 1-376268

Kelley's Termite
& Pelt..Evtrol

cial
ee.
clip
ndy

dwin
ould
our
r the
uring
one.
Rev.
Gus
cial
who
conJack _

&Zion
of a
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ience
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not
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Souths,de Court Square

Murray, Ibuttedry
7534451

32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT. 1 bedroom
apartment, carpet, central
heat and air, water fur
fished. 1414 Vine.
ONE SMALL apartment on
Bloodriver lake, 3 miles from
New Concord, for rent. $50
per winter months. 436-2427.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
carport, 1101 Circarama
Adults, no pets. 753-0291.

FOR
SALE:
Hydroponic
_greenhou.se. used one year.
Call 753-8254.

151
1
one
éd
n of

11.1.1.111
Purdon=r
l il
Insurance & Real Estate

POO min
Commercial
space
en
soutttaide of court- us&Aer
re.
Formerly Chadren's
Space now available. For
&tat contact. Doe Overby,
Murray,7834282.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

°IT WA5 A YEAR AGO Varikll THAT

DISCOVERED WHAT I THOUGHT WAS
AN INCOME TAX LOOPHOLE,"

TAKE UP payment on 25 inch
color
t.v.
under
warranty. 753-7575.
ki-ONE FURN4-5Htlip5
2/. MOB.HOME
EARLY AMERICAN living
room suite, 5 piece, excellent 1974 HALMARK 12' X 50', 2
bedrooms,
partially
fur 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
condition. 435-4323.
nished, underpinned. Riveria GERMAN SHEPHERD, AK FOR SALE: Twin
Trailer Courts. 753-8706.
C registered, 9 weeks old,$25'
mattress, excellent
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas, for female,$50 for male. Call
dition. Call 753-2911.
furnished, very nice. 753-4074 753-0315.
FOR SALE: four piece or 753- 1877.
KEESHAND PUPPIES. AK
livingroom
furniture set,
C, 6 weeks old, Alaskan type
excellent condition. Call 753dog, Silver and black. Call
0367.
753-3520.
THREE BEDROOM, all
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
refrigerator, 21 cubic feet, electric, unfurnished, extra TWO AMERICAN Huskie
only 2 years old, automatic nice, available now, $5500. puppies, 1 male and 1 female,
good pets for children. Call
icemaker. Excellent con- Call 753-9773 after 5 pm.
753-8719 weekdays, and 753dition Call 753-2615.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
4390 after 5 pm.
FOR RENT or _sale: 2
bedroom, furnished, mobile 43 REAL ESTATE
We .uy,
•r lrode
home, $125 per month. Phone
Used Furniture or Ap753-5750.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
pliances
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533.
TWO BEDROOM
mobile
hpme_ _for _ _rentt...4111) ,per
-month. /88-8060.
LIVING ROOM suite, dinette
set with hutch, bookcase,
stereo, rocking chair, guitar. SHOPPING CENTER next
Call 753-7567.
to Murray State University
MATCHING COUCH and campus has building for rent
chair, green velvet, in ex- Equipped with gas heat and
cellent conditiOn. $175. 753- air conditioning. Call 753-3018
atter 5pm. •
3803.
--

Hodge & Son, Inc.
set

For Sale Residence
Zoned Central Business

6 room residence located at 205 No. 6th St. in downtown Murray, Ky. 6 room - gas floor furnace - immediate possession - Price reduced to $19,000.00.
Well located for residence or is zoned for central
business B-3. Priced well below replacement cost.

-

JUST LISTED, 3 bay body
shop with 1800 sq. ft of
working space on 3 acts of
prime development property
in rapidly growing community. Call 753-1492 or 437.
4446 for details.... offered by
LcieflaAlots.Realtor

BOYD-MAJORS
BOYO-MAJORS lj
REAL ESTATE
7518080
I

REAL ESTATE

Serving

A LITTLE planning will put
you first in line to see this
first showing... light your
fire! In this home with the
wood burning fireplace, 3
bedrooms arranged so that
You can have your privacy,
galley kitchen, balcony
overlooking spacious living
room....all this plus garage
located on wooded l01. Call
753-1492 or 753-1499... offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Extra site berme ColdomfedYe Ace weeded Mt WO
modem bob bow elk 4
years oil. Ihneepeme mho
dews, amoral WWI air Iola
'Welders Mt pram room for
winter comfort Offered it
$17.900.

Jobe Smith, Realtor

REAL;
(
5
11

The Entire Purchase Area
MAYFIELD

"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"

BOYO-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professaunal Ser,ices
With The Fnendly Touch"

I

'A POSSIBLE DREAM
. Longing for a country home nestled in a
private wooded site?
See this 3 Br., 2 bath
mobile home with central heat & air on 2
acres on Hwy. 94 E.
not far from lake.
ONLY $12,500. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
DELIGHT.
Would you like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a Ilia- at -this- piti&tically
new
two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only $21,500. Don't
delay - phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1222.
STARTER OR retirement
home on quiet street near
hospital. This two bedroom
living room (newly paneled)
and combinatin dining kitchen can be yours for
under $20,000. John C.
Neubauer,
R-eal tor,- --44-1-t
Sycamore St., 753-0101 or call
Bill Wilson at 759-4985,

HOUSE AND shop building
on approximately five and
one half acres only 500' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area. Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or
trailers.
John
C.
Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111
Sycamore si 753 0101

Rase bedroom, two heti,
Prick Venom so two beeseihil
hey. 299 mar
sass,
Kirksoy. Two cm game, offside Swear plus too meaty
other fortoros 11 otoittion.
Cell or CO/PO by NELSON
SHROAT REALTY Undo Jeff
Shepplag Cantor or cell 7591707.

The Nelson Shreat Co.,
REALTORS
759-1716

NEW YEAR! NEW
HOME! First time offered. Rare
Opportunity to buy brand
new home. 3 BR., 11
/
2
baths,
economical
electric
baseboard
heat
w/individual
thermostates, new G.
E. appliances. All this
-on-a beautifully-2-am
lot in the country.
DON'T MISS THIS
ONE! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
FIRST TIME on Market,..
you're missing something...
if you don't inquire about this
brick
home
near
the
university... 3 spacious
bedrooms, bright sunny
kitchen.., large lot.., priced
in the 530's. Better call soon
or this deal will be
753,1492 or 753-2249... offered
gone...
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Ainley Auction di
Realty Sales
CO( OUIERT ARMY
' ,,er Realtor.

l"

praiser
• • 29116 479-3713
Illon Tenn

ECONOMICAL LIVING
CLOSE
TO
UNIVERSITY .. . 4 or
5 bedrm.,3 down & 1 or
2 up, 11
/
2 baths, living
rm. & kitchen. Could
be used for 2 apartments, J-2 hasPment,
double garage unattached.
Immediate
Occupancy. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street

nay wpii.

_
Monda -F'riclay 7:30-Noon
MICE HAIR CUT 51.54

Saturday 7:30 til 5,00
PRICE SHAVE 81.25

For hospital & house calls please call 153-3685
one
day in advance.

Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.

South 1 21 h at sy car.,0,.
TELEPHONE 753.1051

CHARM AND INDIVIDUALITY

Me offer you an excellent building lot at
802 North 17th. Would
be ideal place for
rental property or
build your own home
one the 75' x 224' lot for
only $3,600.00!

erv pleased to announce
his new location at

For surgical practice, limited to ears, nose
throat.

BONA FIDE BARGAIN!!
3 bedrm., brick with attached 1 car garage. Large bedrms. & closets, knotty
pine kitchen & dinette. New carpeting 8c drapes included. 125'x27.5' lot. Located
on Hwy. 783 just off 94 W. Immediate Occupancy. Only $37,500 Be The First
To See It.

Audro Moody 753-9036
.,
Wernma Shropshire 7534277
Homer Miller 753-7519

-

FOUR ROOM house with 2
acres of land on 732. 436-2166
call anytime.
FOR RENT 4 room house,
bath, deposit. 492.8360-------

1973 HONDA CR-125, excellent condition, has been
bored, 3 over size, ported and
polished, included new rear
Knobby,5300. 492.8586.
1978 YAMAHA 650 special,
perfect condition. Call 7537108.
19. USED CARS

1975 CHEVY NOVA,4-door,6
cylinder, power and air, 753.5267 before 5.753-8721 after S.
1975 GRAN PRIX, air,
factory 8 track tape, power
windows, tilt wheel, 38,000
original miles, Good clean
car. 489.2613.

5271468 - 753.962S

Professional 5er:ices
With The Friendly Touch"

"FAMILY AFFAIR" "Quality Plus" best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel.
with
Fireplace
heatalator, built-in appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump,
thermopane windows
are only a few of the
quality features of this
home. The price is
right! 30's. Phone
koPPERUD REALTY,753-1222

Every Friday Night At
641 Auction House
Paris, Tennessee
We are supposed to have 2 good loads from St
Louis this week,glass, dishes, furniture, tools, odds
and ends

James E. Travis
ff278 Auctioneer

INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Seers 753 2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,753 0605
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now- all oak- S25 rick. Call
John Boyer at 753 8536
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson 753-7149
after 6 pm.
ROOFING,
FLAT
or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173.

BRICK HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
family room, 2 full baths,
near University. 753.5791 or
753-2649.
brick
FOUR
BEDROOM
house in Browns Grove with
well and out buildings, up to 4

FOUR UNIT brick apartment building in McKenzie,
Tennessee, $8500. Call Paris
(901) 642-0633.

REALT ORS

Are combined in this lovely Tri-Level, 4 bedroom, 2 bath By., located in
Kingswood. Many extras throughout, large family rm., spacious bedrooms,
ample closets, central gas heat, range, dishwasher, refrigerator, all draperies
included. Outside storage bldg. Extra lot. NEW LISTING- MID 40's.

ASSUME VA loan, 91, per
Lakeway Shores, 2
cent
bedroom frame, 900 square
1
2. 53500
feet, on kit and /
equity, 436-2283. No rea I tors.
3 BEDROOM BRICK, in
Hazel, kitchen with built in
utility room, large living
room, large game room.
Located on large lot with
several fruit trees Call 4928595 after 4 pm.

CARROLL COPE 8RONR

EXPECT TO BE IMPRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all
the extras - marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways, central vacuum
and intercom, custom
made
drapes
throughout. This is
that "dream home"
you have been waiting
for.
Price
just
reduced. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,
753-1222 for courteous
and competant rl
mate service.

APACRES,
143
72
PROXIMATELY
cultivaton, paved road, good
water, New Providence. A.
Williams, Rt. 8, Box 517
Mobile, AL,(205) 649-4417.

1973 MONTE CARLO, AMFM stereo, power windows,
lots of extras, must sell,
$2,000. Call 753-7203 after 5
Pm.
1972 PLYMOUTH CRICKET,
4 cylinder, automatic, ex
cellent gas mileage, $500.
station
1968
Plymouth
wagon, $150. Phone 1.3546215.
1078 T BIRD, 5800 miles, T.
loaded, excellent
roof,
condition, for sale or take up
payments. 753-63/5.
1974 T-BI RD. All power,
loaded, new radial tires, low
mileage, excellent condition,
753.7745,
1974 TORINO, GOOD tires,
runs and drives good, $400.
Call 753-5421 after 5 pm.
CHEVROLET
1974
CHEYENNE Super, 2 wheel
drive, 52300. 1975 Chevrolet
custom deluxe 4-wheel drive,
54000. 753-4112 ask for
Robert.
1974 FORD PICKUP F250,
.nower_steer_ibrarq.s,.and
air, 4 speed Va motor, B1
mirrors,$2500. Call 753-8500.
1967 FORD TRUCK Short
wheel base,$675 492-8304.
FORD 5 LUG, 10 inch white
spoke mags. 492-8304.
1978 1. TON CHEVROLET,
4-wheel drive, 1015 Of extras.
Call 492 8374
1973 4-WHEEL DRIVE for
sale. No power steering or
povver brakes, 360 4 speed
Call 489 2203 after 5pm.
1978 4 X 4 GMC JIMMY,9,900
miles, loaded with all extras,
Still under warranty. Call
753-6275 after 6 pm.
MID
STARCRAFT,
WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
through
ups
pop
and
February 15 This means
prices you won't believe
Sales,
White's Camper
located on Highway 94 East,
753-0605.
BYARS BROTHERS S. Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395,4967 or 1 362-4895.
BLOCK
8,
CONCRETE
WORK. Block garages,
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable- rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care, 489 2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
satisfied
estimates,
references. V ibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753 5827.
CAN'T GET those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry.
plumbing,
Painting,
aluminum siding, patios,
small coincrete jobs. Call 436
2562 after 8 pm.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Seers 753-2310 for
your
free estimates for
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Seers continuous gutters
per
your
installed
specifications. :.Call Sears
75-32310 for free 1Psti mates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
WO cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam in.
urea fromalehyde
Place
estimates,
no
Free
Kentucky.
obligation.
Tennessee Insulation, Rt 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435,4577.

excellent
ROOF I NO,
Call 753-1486
references
between 7 am and 3 30 pm,
ask for Shelley
WILL 00 plumbing, heating,
carpentry repairs Call 7532211. if no answer call 759
1531.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night 1442 7026.
54. FREE COLUMN
FOUR, ENGLISH
Sheep
puppies, S weeks old, wor
med, free to good home, call
759-4503

NURSE CLINICIAN
STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Progressive teaching hospital has immediate
opening for an individual to assume responsibility
of assisting with an on going education program for
11 nursing personnel in a 272 bed facility. Will also
asai.st in transition to new 401 d facility this fall.
Prefer experience,also BS or Masters preferred but
not required. Above average salary, full benefit
package and desireable hours. Send resume to:
Personnel Office by Feb. 20th
Ilephies County Hospital
232 Madill Ave.
Madisonville, KY 42431
An Equal Ociporturuty Employer

Saturday, January 27 at 10 a.m., rain Or shine (inside), at MN-Wasson lirandeo It..., first how*** left worth of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Homo on
South 4th (Hwy. 121)is Murray, KY.
Antiques: small old cast wood stove, parlor light
cast wood stove dated 1869 (one of the fanciest
ever), oak child's rocker (nice), 2 spool leg lamp
tables, oak dresser, kerosene lamp, 12 ga. single barrel dated 1895, iron bed, brass hand scales, corn
sheller, froes, dough trays, old wood working tools,
dated fruit jars, crock jars, jugs & churns, old
books.
Also Tappan frostfree refrigerator freezer, Tappan double oven elec. range with Corning top, 18 ft.
Philco freezer, 5 hp rototiller, Atlanta wood heater.
Sthiel chain saw, 110 & 220 elec. heaters, bedroom
suit, dinette set, end tables, 1 color and 2 BW TV,
lawn furniture, porch swing, 2 wheel barrows, 1
boy's and 1 girl's 26 in. bicycle, window fan, a black
and tan and a blue tick coon hound plus many other
collectibles and grab boxes.
Eats available. Not responsible for accidents,
detailed announcements day of sale. For information call:
Terry Shoemaker
436-5327

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
492-8594

AUCTIONEERS
The City of Murray will offer for sale two 1977
Plymouth Volari Police Cars with 360 cubic inch
engine, air-conditioned, power brakes, AM-FM
Radin,.all bids. will. be. sealed awiturned
to.lbe
City Clerks Office no later than five o'clock P.M.,
Feb. 2, 1979.
The City reserves the right to refuse any all bids.
Capt. Dale Spann
Chief Director of Maintance of
The Murray Police Department

A manufacturing plant located in NW Tennessee is seeking qualified candidates to fill the
position of personnel supervisor. This position has
responsibilities for a broad range of personnel activities including: employment, union relations,
employee relation programs, administration of personnel records and the administration of lay off,
recall &)ob bidding procedures.
No pnor experience is necessary. A degree in
business or industrial relations is required. AppLicant must have career aspirations in the field of
industrial relations.
Send resume in confidence to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Sex 321
Murray, Ky. 42171
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

Do You Have Manual
Dexterity?
-Do You Like To Work
with Your Hands?
-Would You Like To Be In
the Health Field?
-Would You Like To Learn
Specialized Skills?

If so, there is an opportunity
available as an Orthodontic
Laboratory Technician
(must be 21 or over, high school education)

Send Resume To Box 32T.
Murray, Ky. 42071

-
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I - Deaths and Funerals I
Services Are Today
For T.C. Miller
Funeral set-vices for T. C.
Miller are being held today at
1 p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev, Jack Jones officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
R. W. Scarbrough, Ronnie
Robinson, Gayle Finney,
Milford Hicks, Jahn Lax, and
James Brandon. Burial will
follow in the West Fork
Cemetery.
Mr. Miller, 65, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday
at 11:55 p.m. at the JacksonMadison County Hospital,
Jackson,Tenn.
Survivors include one son,
Glen Allen Miller, Route 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; three sisters,
Mrs. Jessie Mae Wyatt,
..Dester,.. Mrs. Den_A._Counta,
Hardin Route 1, and Mrs.
Audra Barnhill, Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
two
brothers, James H. Miller,
.
-Benton Route 1, and Leonard
Miller, Benton Route 4.

Committee Set To Consider
Property, Sales Tax Limits

Rites Held Today
At Local Chapel
For Murray Man

The funeral for the Rev
Dewey Stubblefield was held
this morning at 10:30 at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Wayne Halley was soloist with
Alice Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were Robert
Holman, Richard Emerson,
Robert Stubblefield, J. Neale
Blacknall, Archie Simmons,
and Ted Cunningham. Burial
was in the Sunset Cemetery,
AWARDED ARMY MEDAL — M/Sgt. Howard j. Willson, coach of two national chamDresden, Tenn.
pionship ROTC rifle teams at Murray State University, has been awarded the
Rev. Stubblefield, 71, died
Meritorious Service Medal by the Army in recognition of his service at the universit
y
Tuesday at 5:35 p.m. at his
since 1974. A native of Blackwell, Okla., he was presented with the medal recently
by
home, 1102 Berkshire Drive,
Brig. Gen. James M. Wroth, right, commander of the Army's Second ROTC Region
Murray. A retired Baptist
headquarters at Ft. Knox. Sergeant Wilson plans to retire this spring after 20 years of
minister, he was a graduate of
military service including tours in Korea, West Germany,Viet Nam and West Berlin.
Union University and the
Southern Baptist Theological
'Seminary.
The Murray man us a
member of the First Baptist
Church and the Rotary Club,
airports until then. The leader
and was a Kentucky Colonel. WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON- tAP)--- — of the fight to overthrow Shah
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Born Nov. 12, 1907,
In— nation's efforts to clean up--"--aa--President- --Carter
told Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
Callowpy County, he was the
Congress today that reducing announced postponement of
son of the late Robert Calvin air and water are beginning to inflation
must be the nation's his return from exile,
Stubblefield and Sarah Ann show results but much more
"top economic priority" previously scheduled for
needs
to
done,
be
private
a
Crick Stubblefield.
environmental
watchdog because the worsening price Friday, after Air France said
Survivors include his wife,
group
said
today.
The
Council spiral threatens to erode jobs it would not supply a plane to
Mrs. Christine
Tucker
and income gains of the last take him home from Paris
Stubblefield, Murray; one on Environmental Quality
two years and plunge the until it was assured the flight
said
annual
in
report
its
that
daughter, Mrs. Ray (Sally)
nation into a recession.
could run normally.
Allen, Minneapolis, Minn.; air quality in U.S. cities seems
"Inflation does pose a
improvin
be
to
despite
g
more
one son, Dewey Austin
serious threat to the nation's
VATICAN CITY (AP) —
Mrs. John
Hugh Ann) Stubblefield, Jr., Memphis, people, cars and industry.
continued economic health," Pope John Paul II left today
Sharp of Houston, Texas, died Tenn.; five grandchildren- While noting the improvement
Tuesday at 10 p.m. at the JoLui Laura Stubblefield, and was encouraging, CharIes Carter said in his annual for the Dominican Republic
Sealy Hospital, Galveston.--- Meredith, Heather, Joshua, Warren, council chairman, economic report to the and Mexico on a "pilgrimage
said most urban areas still Congress.
of faith" -to-Laths-America's
Texas. She was 46 years of age and Zachary Allen.
have not met all the national
330 million Roman Catholics
and her death followed an
WASHINGTON (AP) — and their bishops.
air
quality
standards.
extended illness.
Violations of the smog stan- Defense Secretary Harold
Making his first trip outside
The deceased was born Jan..
dard ,contimaed in euery_city___Dro.wn said today_the Soviet
Italy since his election Oct. 16,
23, 1933, in Lyon County to
Union is installing new the first non-Italian pOPea 455
studied,
the report said.
Mrs. Cakrie Lane Wallace,
missiles with more warheads years told a crowd that
Murray! Hioute 3, who surand
improving their accuracy cheered him at Rome's
Final
rites
for
James
Ira
vives, and the late Calvert
more rapidly than was ex- Leonardo da Vinci Airpst
Ingram will be held Saturday
Wallace.
Prices of. stock of local interest at
that he was a "messenger of
Mrs. Sharp is survived by at 2 p.m. at St. John's Baptist noon. EDT. today, furnished to the pected a year ago.
The Russians, Brown said, the Gospels."
Church,
Murray,
with the Ledger A. runes by First of Michigan.
her husband, John Sharp, one
Corp:, of Murray, are as follows:
added twice the number of
son, Stan Wallace Henson,and Rev. C. E. Timberlake ofstrategic nuclear warheads NATIONAL
ficiating
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Burial
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Wal-Mart
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Funeral Home with the Rev. Aina Wilson, Chicago, Ill., Wendy,
215411 2254A
Mrs.
Laurine
Griffin,
CarNorman Ellis of Gilbertsville
officiating and Mrs. Oneida thage, Ark., Mrs. Ebelle
White as organist. Burial will Blaine, Murray, and Mrs.
Federal-State Market News Service
follow in the Hemitite Delores Ruff, Robbins, Ill.
January 25, Ira
Kentucky Pure:hoe Area Hog Market
Cemetery in the Land BetReport Includwaillefing Stations
ween the Lakes.
Receipts . Act. 144 Sat. 550 Barrows &
Patsy S. Nichols, an in- education and English and
Gills steady Sows Mindy to 31,00 higher
Friends may call at the
LAKE DATA
structor in the Department of both the M.A. and S.C.T.
instancesit.50 WOW
funeral home here after 4 p.m. Kentucky lake 7
45315-53.50
Office
a.m. 354.8, US 1-211/0011110.
Administration and
degrees at Murray Stite with
US27814411160.
Friday.
$53.O0-5325
up 0.1.
Business Education at Murray majors in business education.
US 2-3 245-2501bs
$52.00-53 00
Services are being held
US 2-4 260-260 lbs
Below dam 324.9, up 2.2.
451 00-5290
State University, has sucHer teaching experience
Sows
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of Barkley Lake
7 a.m. 355.0, US 1-2 270-350 I ba
cessfully
completed all also includes one year of
143.00-44 00
t5e jacirfrosie Flirretal TIMM;
-trer
—10-00-43,04
_Fnglich AL VIP Mgt)
League City, Texas, before the Below dam
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. ... .....$43.00-45 00
school
333.5, up 1.1.
US
1-3
500-6501bs.
level in Bryan, Texas.
$45 0(9-4700
body is transferred to Murray. Sunset 5:10.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
$41.00-42.00
Sunrise 7:02.
Mrs. Nichols' hometown is
Boars i3.00-35.00 •
Alpena. Ark., where she was
salutatorian of the 1963 class
at Alpena High School. Her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sisco, now live in
Harrison, Ark.
Her husband, Dr. George V.
Nichols, Jr., is chairman of
the Department of Safety
Engineering and Health at
Murray. He joined the faculty
1969.
They
have
in
children-George V. Nichols,
TENN
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$10,000 00
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Than U.S. Treasury
Patsy S. Nichols
Bill Rate
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requirements for the doctor of
This Week's Nate $.125%
education degree at the
University of Arkansas.
Interest On All Savings Is Compounded Daily
A member of the Murray
State faculty since 1975,
fad, Wading logic A Substsiiiil hang high
Anyone needing financial
Mrs.
Nichols will be formally assistance to pursue postawarded the doctorate in May. secondar education 1979-80
Savings plans that offeryou maximum allowable rates
y
in
Her vocational education
for any insured financial institution.
is being urged by the Kendegree has its emphasis in tucky Association of Student
A
business
education, Financial Administrators
111111111111
specifically the area of word (KASF AA) to explore the
EFFECTIVE
TUN
SMUT
RATE
processing.
ANNUAL TIELI
available opportunities
8 Year
8.00%
$1,000
833%
Her doctoral dissertation without delay.
6 Year
775%
$1,000
806%
entitled "A Model Word
4 Year
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$1,000
Johnny
McDougal,
779%
Processing Program for KASFAA president and
30 Months
6.75%
$1,000
698%
I or 2 Year
6.50%
Murray
$1,000
State University" is director of student financial
6 72%
90 Day
No Minimum
only the second one at the aid
Murray State
at
Golden Passbook
Deposit
5.75%
5.92%
University of Arkansas on the University, said information
topic of word processing.
Regular Passbook
about student assistance
Np Minimum
5 25%
539%
She has already instituted a programs may be obtained by
Depdait
Word Processing Center
at making inquiry at any college
Murray State on the depar- financial aid office.
tmental level, with the
-Forms are available for
expectation of expanding it to a making application for next
campus-wide service. She said year, and now is the time to be
she is hoping to offer
more determining eligibility and
word processing courses in the submitting the paperwork to
future.
be processed," he noted.
Mrs. Nichols described
McDougal added that any
word processing as the use
of student who needs financial
automated equipment,trained assistance should consult a
personnel, and
proper financial aid administrator
7th and Main
procedures to get ideas into because more students will be
7731o
. 72th St.
print at a faster rate of
753-7921
HO" Kama
eligible than ever before
speed.
LENDER •
753-1234
She earned the B.S.
degree under the terms of the Middle
in business education at Texas Income Student
Assistance
A&M iiith majors in business Act.
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Mrs. Sharp Dies At
Age 46; Rites

Here On Saturday

Funeral Saturday

For 1, Unpin

Stock Market

Hog Market

Patsy Nichols Completes
Doctoral Requirements

LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY
CAN DO FOR YOU!
Money Market Certificates

Students Urged To
Explore Opportunities
For Financial Aid

Murray
Murray
r-Snr
Downtown
South
Branch
Hopkinsville
Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee was scheduled today to
begin final consideration of a proposal
to limit property tax increases and
perform some minor corrective
surgery on a measure to remove the
sales tax from home utilities.
The utilities bill had already been
approved by the committee and was in
a position for a floor vote. However, it
will be amended to clarify which utility
bills will be subject to the tax exemption.
The property tax proposal has been
subjected to two days of public hearings

Health Council
To Review Local
EEG Proposal

by the House committee, with local
government and school officials
complaining it would cause them
financial difficulties.
However, the Senate was told
Wednesday the proposal would be more
of a speed limit on tax increases instead
of a true tax cut.
"It makes sure theyl-e going at a
logical, reasonable speed, and it makes
sure they get there," state Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter told
the Senate, meeting as a committee of
the whole.
Carpenter said it is not possible to do
away with property taxes since they
play an integral part in Kentucky's
broad-based tax system.
"But on the other hand, there should
be a speed limit," Carpenter said.
Several speakers recommended
raising the 4 percent ceiling, clarifying
the definition of new property and
providing a separate rate for personal
property to prevent a loss in revenue.
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proposal to offer
electroencephalography at the -MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be one of
seven projects to be reviewed at the
Purchase Subarea Health Council
tneefint11 ineetiffi- will be atlivirL
-Feb. 15 in the conference room of the
Purchase Area Development District in
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
Mayfield.
will be open Saturday to allow last
The Subarea Project Review Comminute taxpayers a chance to pay
mittee will meet at 5 p.m. Tuesday,
taxes before another penalty goes
Jan. 30, at the PADD office to review
on.
projects for the full Cottncil meeting.
A 10 percent penalty takes effect
The Council is an advisory group to
after Jan. 31, a spokesman said,
the Kentucky Health Systems AgencyThe office will be open from 8 a.m.
West Inc., a non-profit membership
to noon Saturday.
corporation designated by the
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare to serve western Kentucky.
Stuart Poston,administrator of the
local hospital, who will attend the
meeting, explained that an electroencephalogram (EEG) is a tracing
of a person's brain waves. Patients are
presently being sent to Paducah, Nash— Murray Police hove charged-g0-year--ville or Memphis to have these tests
old Bobby Chester, C-5 Hale's Trailer
done, and local physicians have
Court, Coldwater Road,following a raid
requested that the hospital offer these
at his residence Wednesday night.
tests.
A police spokesman today said police
If approved by the Council, the
charged Chester with unlawful tranhospital will not purchase the
saction with a minor and sale of
machinery. A company will install the
alcoholic beverages in a dry option
equipment in the hospital, and a staff
county.
member will learn how to do the tests.
Police confiscated 44 cans of beer and
The test results will be sent on a
a fifth of whiskey.
telephone hookup to Ohio for
Chester was in Calloway County Jail
evaluation. The only cost to the Murray
under a $3,000 bond early today, police
hospital will be for the actual tests.
said.
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City Police Charge
Bobby Chester After
Raid At Trailer
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